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OUR COMMEMOkATIYES ICI MAR J
The P.T.T. have made immediate use-of the permission given by the Swiss Federal Government last October for the issue of "Special" and "propaganda" stamps.
On March 15th four new values are to be issued, and the arrangements made as
regards their curr-ency, validity and postal use are above reproach. All these new issues
will be ordinary postage .stamps without any surtax; they will Ä eplaoe, probably for many
months, the corresponding values of the current Landscape set (which will be temporarily
withdrawn from P.O.counter sales) ; rxo attempt is being made at any of these stamps to be
issued in "panics", tete-beche or se-tenant fashion; all four serve to commemorate really
important events. `
see eseeeseeeseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee , esee
The four new stam,; e will be as follows:
C
THIS IS THE LAST "NEWS LETTER"
e
10 C. greenish-yellow/yellow/carmine/green;
showing the emblem of tNe Swiss Exhisent to Members who are in
e
bition for Agriculture,Horticulture
arrears with their Subscription
and Forestry (a stylized wheatear,
for
1954. Please read note on
e
tree leaf and a flower) and issued to
PAGE 4 ;
C
■
jublioise the Exhibition,which takes
plaoé this summer in Luoerne. The
9 4xeeeeeeoe eeeeeeeeeeseeeeeee eeeece_e
stamp is designed by Hans Hartmann.
20
brown-varmine/l.brow t/grey-blue/grey; picture size being 38 by 222 mm.,the Rhine
showing a symbol (described as a wing- Navigation stamp is vertical, all others in
horizontal format. Papers white,slightly
ed spoon) of the Swiss Tourism and
Intern.Cookery Exhibition "HOSPES",to
coated with red and blue fibres (granite);
take place from May 14 to June 21,1954 smooth gum. printed in rotogravure (photo)
at Berne, designed by Hernard Reber.
by Courvoisier S.A.,La Chaux-de-Fends, in
25 0. orange-red/blue/dark green; shows the four sheets (A-D) per cylinder, each sheet
course of the River Rhine from Basle of 25 stamps, with usual marginal inscripto the sea, the part which was made
tion indicating purpose,value and validity0
navikable for big ships in 1904,the
The four stamps will be on sale at all
stamp being issued to oelebrate the
post oL'fioes from March 15th as long as the
half-centenary of Rhine :°Navigation;
last `, but not later than until the stok
a steering wheel indicates this0The
31st December 1954. The P.T.T. will where
design is by Niklaus Steecklin.
practicable withdraw sales of the 10.20,25
40 C. blue/yellow/green; is to publibise
and 40 C. values of the current Landscapes
the World Football Championship orga- series, mainly to ease the work of post
nised by the "FIFA" (Intèrn.Football
office personnel. The new four stamps re-Association),whieh take place in`June present,of course,the four main postal rates
and July in Switzerland,The temp has (the first two inland postcard and letter,
the two higher ones,foreign postcard and
a 3-D largè football superimposed on
either of the
a world map, probably the most attrac- letter).
A First Day postmark in three languages
tive design of the whole set,produced
by Hens Schwarzenbac1.The inscription will be applied at Berne by the p,T.T,Phiilaa
tellc Agency to all mail posted there by
also refers to the 50th anniversary
of the "FIFA" this year.
special order. No doubt special postmarks
A11 four values are in the familiar size of will be also used at each of the special..
Swiss oommemoratives,41 by 26 millimeters,the events the stamps are publicising,
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A specimen-is a sample. a part or pieoe which
THIS SPACE RESERVED
shows, or rerresents, the quality or the charm).teristic of the whole. This is the correct defiFOR
nition accotding to the Word Dictionary,though
the word "Sreoimen" is often used very loosely.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD..
In the case of the "SPECIMEN" overprints on
The Swiss Specialists
earlier Swiss issuee, an important differbnco
tust be made between postage stamrs and
27,1estbury Roadl
postage d u e b, because ally in the first in.,.
Woodside Park,
stance we can Break of "samrles", The "DUES",
bearing the overrrints werb not samrles. They
Louden, N.12.
were ordinaty, normal stamrstrbady to be used
for the rurpose thby had been rroduced.They were
overprinted in comraratively large quantities
after the Post Direction decided (by deoree of
December 16,1891) to sell postage due adhesivbs
to collectors. Because every roatage due stamp
Ertil tc_ha efloountod for by the postman or P.O.
all those sold to persons over the rost offi- ---tiverovertwAveAre-tpwee-v-swer-611--e-ov-Azs counter had to be
made "invalid". Later,
LONDON GROUP MEETINGS:
on the request of rhila..
MARCH
2-nd Display byMr.L.H.Osborn
teliste(barticularly
APRIL
13.-th
(note ohange of date, net
dealers) postage dues
On the 6th as originally)
wore sold mint or cam..
2,
Display by Mr.L.H.Katchero
celled to order.
Meetings take place at 6030 Vm0
The collector willof course, be very mitch more All.London
at the "SIAN RESTAURANT", Cosmo place,
intetested in thb story of the real "samrles",
Southampton Row, W.C.1, short walking disr
the postage stamps of the 1862-1892 reriod,which tance
from Kingsway and Holborn Tube Stn.
were overrrinted for one of tbe following three
reasons: (1) To distinguish rrinterib proofs, 1 ...1( A u U p SWISS ON STAMP S
((2) To mark sheets of finisked-stanrelwhich
VI.
were used for the ttefting of rostal emplo..
FATHER
GREGOIRE
GIRARD
yees-or for record rurroses,and (3) to mark
theologianoducationalist and
"Samples" which had to be bubmitted to the
philosopher, was born in Fri Universal Poetal Uhion or postal authorities
bourg
on December 17th,1765 and
abroad.
died
there
in law. With his
The SPECIMEN overprints were as follows:
14
sisters
and
brothers her--2--Ja
I0 Black overrrint,-3} um heigh, 23.6 rat
_educated
by
his
mother, a hIgh
__
long; always complete and clear on each
stamp, ftem the left lower corner to the emirited woman. At the age of 16 he had comple..
right upper oorner (Illustrations 1 & 3) ted classioal studies of university standard
On No029,3O,32,36,37,38,39,40,42,43, and decided to take holy order. He entered the
Franoiscan Order of Grey Friarspand in spite of
57,58459A,60461462A166A,67A,
70A and 71A. On 69A the overprint his youth became soon known for his brilliance.
The German Archbishor of Wurtebourg called him
d.Wfrom the left
urrer oorner to the to his court and Girard became a professor.
tight lower corner Soon his haneland called him baok and he became
the first Chief of the Swiss Department of Art
(Illustration-2)
II.Same overprint, and Science.With Stapfer and pestaloszi it was
but aslant in the Girard who introduoed porular eduoation and new
middle of stamp, methods in raedagogics. During the Napoleonic
wars religious differenoes between Catholics and
the first and
last letter al.. protestants became strong in Switzerland and
- 4
3
most-always mis.- Girard left Berne for his hometown of Fribourg,
singlet least rartly. This overrrint is to whioh was the °entre of Catholicism. In 1804 he
be found on No.54,56,57,58A,59461A,66A167A
founded in Fribourg the Municipal College,which
.
soon became one of the most respected high istim:
680,69470A and 71A.
Finally,thereris a more rare ovvrrint,
schools in Central EUrore. In retirement since
III. Blue overrtint, same size as above,
1835, Father Girard published. many important
but always arrlied horizontally or al- booke, of which "Le Cours Educatif de Langue
Maternblle" . for which the French Aoadeny gave
most horizontally,near the top or the
bottom of-staMroften reaohing-over two him a prize of 6,000 francs . LS regarded still
half-stanips,accross the white rerf.margin as one of the most important philological works
This overrrint occurs on No.29,30,32,36,37,in the Frenoh language. Girardls great maxim
38,39,40,42,43, but oh, No.29,30,32,40 an d was: "Man behaves as he loves, and he loves as
he thinks, the thoughts form his heart, and
43 onlY inverted overrrints are known.
The "Sreoimes" are listed in the AMATEUR. the heart formi his oonduot..."
1•1 All 0 gs
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One of-the most porular spring flowers, the White Narcissus, orens the 1946 Pro Juventute series on the 10 Cents.
10'1V volue. Soon it will be seen in many of our gardens and in
+1 CY H t VETIA
woods and pastures, attracting long.tongued bees with the
mgeets soent of its neotar. The two other plants shown on
NARCISSUS
LILY OF PARA
the Pro Juventuts stamps of that year represent strangely
DISE
enougn the national symböls of Wales and Scotland.
On the 20 C. we find a leek plant, the Airine Hauswurz, whioh is a near relative of our
own Houseleek, a sröoies of the Semrervivum.
The 30 C. value dericts a Blue Thistle, one
V, 1
of the beautiful Ground Thistles (Cirduus aeau ---- (I
lis) which lb common bu öaloareous rastures in
Eng1and and rroduces rurrle flowers late in
At the December meeting of the Landon
.
semmer.
Grour of our Society, a QUIZ was played
Three most attractive flower pictures bring Whiuh was greatly enjoyed by all members
us the 1947 Pre Juventuto stamps,with a fine present. For the benefit of the large ma.
stem of the Alrine Primula on tho 7,0_0A, Ire.110
jority of our members unable to attend
which we can best-comparenwit;,
71r4L:;"6 i London meetings, we are printing here the
our rerenial Oxlip (primula eta..
questions, which readers may like to
tier) which we can find in wta
'7:7NA40*bolve in the oamfort of their homes.But
state partoularly in Norfolk md 7.7s.. .t4C7'.
please remember that during the real Quiz
ct7
.,,. .41'i
a ridgeshire, as resrlendenii a
40_0
onlyrabout 2 or 3 minutes were given to
‘,.„„r .
3,0,...,,7
the fineat "cultured" garden ttt
the participants for each question and
mule. The Orange Lily on the 20
that seribbing or consulting catalogues
410 FIEL TiA
C. valne is the Lint= bulbifew
was strictly forbidden, The questions wev:
rum-tytioal of the Albino regiciA . B
(1) HOW MANY STAMPS WERE ISSUED BY
LUE
, A species of the Liliaceae it le
THISTLE
SWITZERLAND FROM lus to 1953 . IS
, a distant relative of our equi:kl.
the figure nearer 580 . 720 940 -1200 ?
The Cyclamen dericted on the '..1 Cotamp are the f
. Alrine Dwarf Cyclamen, mge tly liegnted and grow. k2) HOW
MANY FACE
DIBIERENT
ARE ?
ON SWISS
STAMPS
- 180 - DESIGNS
260 - 390
wing abundantly in the coniferourd forests of
the Airs. The foliage is remarko0411,y handeome, 41 (3)EVERYDAY'S
ONE SWISS USE,F3R
STAMP DEPICTS
AN ARTICLE OF
WHICH SWITZERLAND
............., heratehared and beautifully maiii.IS RENOWN. What is it & on whlch stamp?
led-in silvery white and dark
(4) WHO WAS CHARLES L'EPLATTENIER?
'turtle* We know only thè rot or
L) HOW MANY WATERMARKS EXIST ON SWISS
greenhouse grown large plants,
STAMPS AND WHAT?
1 which have no-scent, but in the
Airs one can rick a handful of
STAMPS
the &Tarr cyclamen on a walkland (6) INTEDWHAT
YEARISSUED
WERE BY SWITZERLAND?
when rutting them into water at
(7) WHICH IS THE SWISS STAMP OF HIGHEST
hame, they will kill the wtole
CATALOGUE VALUE ?
ALpINE PRIMULA roam with their
(8) APART FROM SIZE,COLOURING AND DESIGN
fine smell. In 1948 the three
HOW DOES THE BALE DOVE DIFFER FROM
"Dlarite were a Foxglove (Digitalis
EVERY OTHER SWISS STAMP?
rurrurea) on thè 10 C.volue,the
(9) HOWMANY DIFARENT STAMPS WERE ISSUEP
attractive but roisbnous flavor
TO CELEBRATE UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION ,
of our heaths and oren toods,that
ANNIVERSARIES?
is the source of the imrortant
The correct answers are at the bottom
glucoside Digitalin,used for the
of page 4. If you could answer within
relief of heart troubles.
CYCLAMEN
a total of 10 minutes Questions 1, 2,
What the Swiss describe as "rustleaved alpine
3, 5, 6 and 9 . your knowledge of Swiss
rose" on the 20 Costamp of the 1948 P.J.setlis
rhilately is very good, if you know all
our familiar Rhododendron ferrugineum,whioh is
answers . your are definitely a marvel.
of course, a member of the Rosacea
But if you did not know the anmgers to
The picture on the stamp do s not really give
more than four questions . reach for
Notice to the beautifurbushtrees which can
your catalogue and brash up your know.
be found in abundance especially in the south
ledge. Incidentally, the London Quiz
ern parts of Switzerland, The bunch of Parawas won by Dr.F.H.TaYlor.
dise lilies depicted on the 30 C. valuelgives
on the other hand a very good idea of thö
END OF SWISS POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
fine disrlay these handsome high.stemed plants
After the Air Mail Stamps, the postage
rrovide.
Due stamps will also soon disappear in
Left: FOXGLOVE
Switzerland. The P.T.T.are at present
(Digitalis rur.
conducting exreriments in several towns
rurea)
and rural P.O.districts Io replacte dues
with ordinary postage stemrs. The °Illy
difficulty is in accountancy.but it
Rights
looks as if we have seen the last of
RHODODENDRON
1.-vormTrrrrutirmi
+HA rostaze dte stamps this year.
„,„.,,
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FROM THE COMMITTEE
SUBSCRIPTION 1954
Members who have not paid the Subscription 'for 1954 (7s.6d,) are reminded that -this note in the "News. Letter" is the la s t and final
reminder. If the hon.Treasurer, Mr.A.J.Harding, 31,Somerset Way, Iver,
Bucks, does not receive the remittance within the next 14 days, the
names of the defaulters will be erased from the Membership r egister.
Should they then desire to rejoin the Society, they will be-required to
pay the usual Entrance Fee, in addition to the Subscription. This appeals
to be the only way to treat the few members, who -every year for several
years -- believe that they must be treated exceptionally and can send
they dues when they like, thus causing more work to the Treasurer and
other officers of the -Committee and often also quite unnecessary expenditure to the Society.
LONDON
GROUP
o o• e,
e•
EXCHANGE -PACKET BRANCH
Sec's
Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
32,Ethelbert Gardens
All commutications should be sent to the
Ilförd,
Essex,
new HoniSuperintendent, Mr.J.H.SHORT,
115,Peppard Redd, Caversham, Reading, Berks. At the February meeting, Mr.Short led in a
lively discussion on the 1854/62 "Strubeli"
MrShort has just put two Exchange packets
issues and opened the display by many fine
into circulation, but ha is very anxious to
eheets from his own collection, includir`
receive more material. Members, are invited
interesting
"thimble", Tessin and other
to send him as many booklets as they possibl
postmarks
and
some bi•-sects. A lively die•
oah provide forthwith, Mr.Short intends to cuecion on Muii.ch
Berne printings and
keep at least 2 regular Packets in continuos the intricacies - of and
the
'.unich and Zurich pas.
circulation, one in the northern and one in
developed
and
the exchange of opt
per
soon
the. 'southern - half of the United Kingdom, But
nion
and
experience
assisted
many members
this will depend on members' cooperation,
to enlarge their knowledge on this subject.
NEWS LETTER,. We have publish -d since 1947 NEXT MEETING: Tuesday, MARCH 2, at 6.30p.m o
more than 100 articles on Swiss stamos,many
DisplaybMr.LHOson0pleath
more notes etc. The Editor appeals to all
the April meeting is on APRIL 13•-th,
.members to contribute in future, as he is
GROUP
ORKSHIRE
•0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :•00 0 e• O •0 0 •:::•:
really unable to fin, new and interesting
0 • O0::
0 • •: O: OO •
• • 0 • 00 0:
subjects, There must be some budding talent
Sec: J.A,Eastwood, Whinniey Field Rouse
among members. o.
Skircoat Green, Halifax, Yorks.
1 SITORS TO YORK Our member Mr,W.Heywood,
A very enjoyable meeting took place on Febwrites that he would be delighted to meet
ruary 6th when the Group Chairman, Mr,E,M,
any Helvetia member visiting York and show
Hamilton displayed , "Tell and Tell Boy"stamps
him or her round the famous old city with
Used blocks of four, grilled paper,. the
its many interesting historical places.
paper, many varieties all this interée d
Anybody going to York? Ask for Mr.Heywood's the members,who turned out in good strength,
address » the hon,Seeretary will tell you.
NEXT MEETING. Saturday, March 6th. This
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eeeees eeeeeseeeoasee
will bo e the "star" meeting of the season,
bringing a lecture and display by Mr. 0,
Gysin on "Swiss Cantonals, Rayons etc.",
If you have enjoyed reading this
an unique array from Mr. Gysin' s famous
News Letter .w why not send for a
collection. No doubt members will make a
FREE SAMPLE CtPY OF
very special effort to come to this meeting,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:'::'•:
.

:

•

0 0 e e o e 0•
e e s e.• •-e sa

e e

0 0 0 0

e

.

green 'c

which contains articles of importance
to the specialist, general articles,
new issue notes, market commentary,
details of new slogan postmarks used,
special offers of stamps,covers and
literature • - from the' leading
specialist in Swiss stamps dealing in
this country

T-,OMA S •
WADESLEA

=N

E L I E

FIFE ., SCOTLAND
ceeeeeeeseeeeeeeeeeeeeecseeeeeQeeQeeeeeeeeee

QUIZ

Correct answers (Page 3)

(1) 1,200; (2) 390 (3) A watch,on Pro Juventute 20c, of 1923 (4) Famous sculptor;
issue of
designed the Helvetia
1907 and 1908,and also the National Fete 3009
of 1940, showing his own sculpture,the Ran.
gier monument, ( . 5) - One only: Large Crosses.
/the others were Impressed Controlmarks/
(6) 1862. (7) Double Geneva, Zumstein cat.
price 10,000 francs, (8) Only At 3ale Dove
has an embossed centre,colourless. (9) Eight
stamps, three in 1900, two in 1924, three in
1949.
HAVE YOU ALREADY RECRUITED A NEW MEMBER ?
IF NOT, PLEASE TRY TO INTEREST SOME OF YOUR
FRIENDS IN THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY,
00 00 00 •s S' S r 06 00 Of s A r A •1• •.

O

Chairman &
iNews Letter!
- Editor

Hon. Treasurer

E. H. SPIRO,
111, Bushey Road,
London. S.W. 20.
Nos. 3 — 5

MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.

(Eighth Year)

EDITORIAL
THE SPERATI FORGERIES

Hon. Exchange
Pkt. Suot.

MR. A. J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Iva'. Bucks.

MR. J. H. SHORT, .
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham. Reading

March/April/May, 1954
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COMMEMORATIVE STAMP FOR COMPOSER OF 'SWISS HYMN'
The British Philatelic
Associationts Council deoided
This year's 'Pro Patrial set, the summer charity series
which appears on the National Fete Day, June 1st, mill have
tocquire at an undisclosed
for the first time since 1951 five stamps of similar size. The
the'entire stock of '
P.T.T. printing works have readjusted-their presses to the
the forger, Jean do Sperati,
whose extremely well produced same format as i8 used by Courvoiaier, and thus the losest
value of 5-5e., previously'in large size, will new be uniform
forgeries, particularly of
with the other four stamps, though printed in recess.
classic, Swiss and French
stamps have been considered a
This 5+5 o. value is a commemorative stamp on the ocoasion
real menace by collectors tor of the 100th anniversary of the death of Father Alberiok
many years.
Zwyssig, a priest of Bauen, in the Canton of Uri, who suas born
This stook is now to be
in 1808 and died in 1854. Zwyssig is the little-known
sold., together with a book
composer of one of the most famous hymns, the so-oalled 'Swiss
glorifYing Joan de Speratits
Hymn', the opening words and first bars of musio being re=
notorious oareer, at E20 to
produced on the stamp, whioh was designed by Karin Lieven, and
members of the B.P.A. nand
printed in a single oolow - grey,
other philatelists",
The other four values, printed as usual in rotogravure by
An exhibition of the forg6.
Courvoisier
of La ehaux-de-Fonds, onoe more show designs of
aries recently held by the
Swiss
lakes
and
rivers.
B.P.A. in London, once again
proved - maybe against the
The 10+10 o. in green and greyish-blue, depicts the Lake of
of its sponsors Neuchatel, with its characteristic vineyards, where the
e-grave danger of these
famous tRosel mine grows.
forgeries getting into the
The 20+10 c. in oarmine-brown and reddish-light brown,
mrong hands. The B.P.A. says
shows
the Maggie river in the Canton of Ticino.
that the forgeries mill be
sold with an indelible mark
The 30+10 c. in brown and light brown, brings a picturesque
on the back, emphasising that view of the waterfall of the Schuess River, which forces its
they are forgeries. But with way through the Taubeloch (Pigeon Hole) gorge, a sight wellthe scientific) means of today known to many tourists.
there is hardly anything which
The 40+10 c. in blue and light blue, depicts the Lake of
could prevent unscrupulous
Sils
in the Engadin.
people idoctoringt the mark
and selling the fakes as
The designer of these four values was Pierre Chatillon. The
genuine stamps.
5 o. is printed on white copperplate paper, all the others on
Several prominent figures slightly coated granite paper, with admixture of red and blue
in the philatelic world, infibres. The size is 29 x 24 mm. and the 5 o. is printed in
cluding the late Chairman of ' tour sheets (numbered 1 - 4) per cylinder, whiTe the other
Stanley Gibbons, Mr. Phillips; values, printed by Courvoisier, are produced from a cylinder
Mr. G. Harmer of Harmer Books,
A and B).
oftwshe(numbrd
and others, resigned from the
The Pro Petrie set will be vaaid for postage from June lst
B.P.A. in protest against
until December 31st 1954, and sold at post offices from 1st
this strange venture.
We should like to know what June until August 31st 1954. No special postmark is being
issued, but first day covers will be, on demand, oancelled
our members'think dbout the
B.P.A. plan, and after reoeiv- with the uetwa F.D. postmark in German, French or Italian.
ing their opinions, the
The revenue from the surtax goes to the Fund for Vooational
Committee mill consider the
Training of Swiss Youth (90 p.c.) and to the Swiss Organiswhole matter.
ation for Home Nursing (10 p.c.).

Page 2.

25c
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C PAIUTY SETS
An interesting controversy is naw
raging among Swiss colleotors, stamp
dealers, officials of the P.T.T. and
organisations interested in the revenue
from the surtax, whether the two Swiss
charity series,-the Pro Juventute and the
Pro Patria sets, should include a 30 c.
or a 25 c. value.
When the two sets were increased from
the time-honoured four values of 5, 10,
20 and 40 c. to five, a 30 c. value was
added. Now may philatelists say that
a 25 c. value would not only be more
popular, but much more justified by the
postal rates.
There is, of course, much to be said
for the replacement of the 30 c. value by
a 25 c. value, which la the postal rate
for fareign post-cards.
Particularly
during the summer and winter holiday
season many millions of post cards especially view cards - are posted. from
Switzerland by tourists. But the sales
of the two values of the ordinary postage
atamps shaw that very many more 30 o.
stamps are actually used, namely :

s
30'o. Stamps.
Yoar
1948
10;477;357
24,384,075
10,981,220
22,739;915
1949
1950
24,270,409
9i714i792
11;961i516
1951
24,370045.
1952
25,105,635
13‘000050
14,8149801
25,389,101
1953
While it is true that millions of
25 c.'stamps are used for foreign postoards, the 30 o. value is the rate for
inland parcels under 1 kilogramme weight,
and during the months of November and
December, millions of Christmas gifts
are posted with this stamp.
It looks, therefore, that in spite of
the strong argument that a 25 c. Pro
Juventute or Pro Patria stamp would be
used for visitors' greetings cards and
thus go abroad, serving Swiss propaganda,
the P.T.T. is unlikely to agree to
replace the 30 o. value, because its
sales are very much higher. The various
charity organisations, anxious to get as
much as they oan from the surtax, will
also oppose the plan for substituting
this value by a 25 c. stamp.
Study stamps at leisure in your awn home.
A FULL RANGE OF

App

FROM CANTONALS TO MODERN PIERIALS
AVAILABLE TO COLLECTORS OF SWISS STAMPS.

Write for particulars to:
2/CailAU&A 'Et7.4b!.40t
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park, London.
'Phone HILlside 6857
N.12.

.SPECIAL POSTMARK FOR NEW AIR-MAIL SERVICE
On May 27th 1954 Swissair opens its new airservice to South America, by the route ZurichGeneva-Rio de Janeire-Sao Paolo. For conveying
letters on the opening day, the P.T.T. granted
to Swissair the issue of a special envelope, with
two printed 40 o. air-mail stamps (of the 1948
issue, now absolute and withdrawn), aad 80 c. will
be the rate for the South American mail by Swiss-.
Atr* But the envelope will be sold. for 1.- franc
The airmail posted on the opening day will be
cancelled with a special postmark. St Sao Paolo
all first day mail will receive a special arrival
cancellation.
THE SWISS PHILATELIC CONGRESS

1954

Will take place on June 12th and 13th
Baden (Canton Aarau). Delegates from all Swi.s
philatelic societies will take part, Ihere win
be an exhibition and a large bourse. Members of
our Society, who happen to be spending their
holidays in Switzerland in the middle of June can
attend the Congress as guests.
SOM.@ idea about the extent of stamp collecting in Switzerland is given by figures published
by eoma of the local philatelio societies. The
P.S. of Bale (a city with 180,000 inhabitants)
held 19 fortnightly meetings during 1953/549 each
with attendances of 100 and more; the Lausanne
P.S. has a membership of nearly 400; most societies hold annual dinners, socials with dances
and raffles, apart from purely philatelic
activities.
JUBILEE EXHIBITION OF BERNE PHILATELIC SOCIETY
The Berne P.S. (Berner Briefmarken TausohClub) celebrated its 50th Jubilee by holding a
large stamp exhibition at the Crafts Museum where
in more than 100 frames, some most interesting
colleotions of classics and the 1852-62 Strubell
issues, inoluding essays and proofs, as well as
fine evilibits of Swiss pioneer airmails mare
shown. The P.T.T. exhibited a number of its
famous items. The exhibition which was open for
a fortnight was well attended.
END OF SWISS POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
Our Borne correspondent reports that the
P.T.T. now seriously considers abolishing postage
due stamps firat introduced in 1878. In three
postal districts ordinary postage stamps are
being used at present to colleot dues resulting
from insuffioient franking; for some of the official letters for delivery of which postage due
stamps were used, and for payments of poste
restante fees. If these experiments are satisfactory, postage due stamps may be abolished by
the end of this year. Our correspondent says
the P.T.T. have already curtailed printing, so
that stocks shall not accumulate if the decision
is made.
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THE OVAL POSTMARKS OF CANTON TICINO
The oval postmarks of the XI postal district of Switzerland, comprising
the Canton of Ticino and the Valley of Mesocco (Misox) in Canton Grisons (Graubunden) are
of increasing interest as they become scarcer to find. A vast amount of research work
on the subject, carried out some years ago by the President of the Ticino Philatelic
Society, Capt. Rodolfo Botta, has brought to light the following information ,
These oval postmarks appear to have been used•by 79 post-offices, of which
5 were in the Valley of Mes0000, i.e. 4rvigo, Cama y Lostallo, Soazza & St. Vittore. In
4 oases cachets of two different sizes were used, i.e. Bignasoc, Cresciano, Genestreri:o &
St. Gottardo, making 83 in all. The idea of these postmarks came from the then Head
Postmaster of the XI District, Herrn Fanoiola, and the dies were made by the firm of
Salvatore Torriani in Meidrisio. In all but one case the design is the same, the Federal .
Cross surrounded by rays, with the name
in an arc beneath; the one
exception is Mergoscia, which has the
^ w
name in a straight line with
r= .
two crossed sprays of laurel leaves
beneath. The size of the
ovals vary according to the length
of the name, the minimum
size being 24 rpm. and the maximum
^
'
.
34.9 mm., while the height
varies from 10.6 to 17.7 mm.
As far as' is known these oval postmarks were in use in at least 8 districts
it, 4852, i.e. Acquarossa, Cervix), Curio, Giumaglio, Gordola, Malvaglia, Prato and Someo.
They were not necessarily used to cancel the stamps and were frequently found only on the
cover, which may account for their present-day scarcity. They are, however, to be found
on 'Rayon' and 'Strubelit stamps and also on certain values of the first perforated issue
A curious
The latest known date is on a cover from Cavergno in 1897.
of 1862-78.
fact is that there is no known example of the use of Cadnnazzo, although the post-office
Inks'of various colours
there was in possession'of a die from 1852 to 1st Nov. 1887.
were used: black, blue, green and red, and odd shades of blue-black, blue-green etc.
exist, as a result of mixing the colours
.

2 c. browns
40 o. gay;

Oval postmarks are unknown on the following values of the 1862-78 issue
15 c. yellow and 1 fr. bronze, and are extremely rare on the 40 c. green;
50 c. violet; 60 c. bronze and 1 fr. gold.
The following is a complete list of postmarks :

ACQUAROSSA
AGNO
A.QUILA
AROGNO
ARVIGO
ARZO
ASCONA
AURESSIO
AVEGNO
BEDRETTO *
BERZONA
BIGNASCO (2 types)
BISSONE
BRISSAGO
BROGLIO
CABBIO
OADNNAZZO *
CAMA
CAMPO
CANOBBIO *
CAPOIAGO
CAVERGNO
CAVIANO **
CAVIGLIANO
CERENTINO
CEVIO

CLARO
COGLIO
COMOLOGNO
CRANA
(2 types
CRESCIANO
CUGNASCO
CURIO
DONGIO
GENESTRERIO (2 types
GERRA,GAMBAROGNO
GIUBIASCO
GIUMAGLIO
GORDOLA
GUDO
INDE INI
INTRAGNA
ISONE *
LAVERTEZZO
LIGNORETTO
LOCO
LOSTALLO
LOTTIGNA
LUMINO
MADONNA DEL PIANO
MILGGIA
MAGMAS() *
MALVAGLIA

MAROGGIA
MELIDE *
MERGOSCIA
MOLINAZZO
MONTECARASSO
MORCOTE
MOSOGNO
MUGGIO
NOVAZZANO
OLIVONE
PECCIA
POLEGGIO
PONTE TRESA
PRATO
RANZO
RUSSO
ST. GOTTARDO
ST. VITTORE
SOAZZA
SOLDANO
SOMEO
STAB I0
TEGNA
TESSERETE
TORRE
VERSCIO

2 types.

* Not known en stamps - also one type of the St. Gottardo
** Only one example has been known.
E. J. RAWNSLEY
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REVIEWS

The "Swiss Philatelist" published by
the Amateur Collector Ltd., (No. 10)
Because of professional overwork, the Editor of
contains the first instalment of a new
the "Helvetia News Letter" was unable to produce the series on 'Swiss Hotel Stamps', an artissues in March and April, and this "News Letter" is iole on 'Quality' by Mr. H. Katcher, in
therefore a treble issue for the months March, April which the author-attempts to classify
and May. Mr. Spiro has been editing the "News Letter" condition of Swiss stamps within three
for over 7 years, and says it is increasingly diffi- main categories, a report on the new
cult for him not only to attend to the technic's,'
Publicity stamps, the 'Newsreel' and
side of production (suoh as cutting stencils, mount- special offers.
ing illustrations, drawing headlines, preparing the
Green's "Bulletin" has appeared after
lay-out etc.), and alao to select interesting
a long interval as a double issue in May.
articles. 'After more than 100 artioles and many
Because of illness and other circummare notes, published since 1947, many of which he
stances Mr. Green has been unable to prohas written himself, there are.few themes left
duce the 'Bulletin' since last November,
which have not been dealt with.
but hopes now to issue it regularly.
While he is prepared to continues as Editor, he
has notified the Committee, with regret, that he musb The present number has the continuation
of the article "Not in Gibbons", dealing
insist on being relieved of the burden of the techwith
the Pro Juv. forerunners and notes
nical production. This issuot.therefore, has lean
on
"Various
Dies of Modern Swiss Stamps"
produced by the Hon. Secretary, after Mr. Spiro
landsoapes,
postage dues etc. lq
prepared the editorial contributions, which accounts
member
Lt.Col.
J.D. Blyth, and special
for the'delay and lack of illustrations. We hope,
offers.
however, to produce the "News Letter" in June in its
more familiar presentation. The Comnittee and the
The Chairman at Northampton (Con-Z7.7(577-Editor appeal to all members who feel able to hell),
to send contributions, articles etc., so that Mr.
Aided. by the Swiss National Tourist OffSpiro can rely on some help instead of carrying the
ice and Swissair, he opened his talk at
whole burden of the editorial responsibility.
the very well attended meeting at the Guildhall with some data on the country,
its people,.history and picturesque
LONDON
GROUP
scenery by displaying some 100 colour
pictures.
Then in a marathon display he
At the March meeting Mr. Osborn gave a superb
showed
all
issues from the Zurich &
display of items from his collection, including
Geneva
classics
of 1843 to the latest
Cantonals, Strubelis, tfte-bbche, inter-space pairs
publicity
stamps
of 1954 having aquainted
In April Mr. H. Katoher
and a host of others*
gave an illuminating talk on 'Condition of Stamps', his listeners with pre-stamp postal history by means of letters and pictures from
from the viewpoints of both c011eotor and dealer.
the Swiss Postal Museum of the post,in
Among_the_many items shown ware a few choice
the Middle Ages. The President of. Ah'collector's pieces' - a 'Zurich 41, a 'Geneva'
ampton P.S.9 Mr. Blanchflower and the Hon
with a magnificient_rosette postmark, several pairs
Sec., Mr. Goodman, and other Officers
and blocks with double impressions, rare cancellshowed Mr. Spiro most friendly hospitalThe May meeting was devoted to a
ations etc.
ity. He was collected from the station,
talk and'display by the Hon. Secretary, Mrs.
taken to dinner and given most comfortRawnsley, on lAn Introduction to Postmarks', ably
able hotel accomodation far the night.
assisted by Mr. Short who contributed. many,examples
After the meeting a cheerful group moved
of the earlier types.
to a nearby hostelry where the 'informal'
The'last meeting of the season will be held. on
part of the proceedings, attended by
Tuesday, 1st June, when Mr. Spiro mill be giving a
philatelists from Wellingborough,
display on 'Air-Mails - First Flights and Speoial
Kettering and other.distant places, as
Flights'. _
well as Northampton, ended only when the
cry of "Pime, Gentlemen" out short the
friendly gathering.
THE EXCHANGE PACKET

THE "HELVETIA NEWS LETTER"
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Mr. Short has been much encouraged by the
success of the.first two packets circulated since
he took office, but would like to. make a further
appeal for booklets. Without material he cannot
keep the packeta circulating and mare booklets are
needed urgently. Please turn out your spares and
send along all you can.

HELVETIA CHAIRMAN AT NORTHAMPTON
On the invitation of the Northampton P.S. Mr.
Spiro gave a talk and display on 'SWITZERLAND &
SWISS STAMPS, on May 6th. (Continued. next oolumn)

If you have enjoyed this 'News
Letter', why not send for a .FREE
SAMPLF,COPY OF ',GREEN'S
BULLETIN"
This contains articles for the
Specialist, general collector,
new issue notes, special offers of
stamps, covers and literature and
SEND
a market commentary.
fdr a copy NOW . to'
THOMAS D. GHEE NI
WADESLEA - ELIE - FIFE - SCOTLAND._____

LETTER
'News Letter'
Editor
E. H. SPIRO,
111, Bushey Road,
London. S.W. 20.

Hon. Secretary

Hon. Exchange
Pkt. Supt.

Hon. Treasurer

MRS. E. J. RAtiVNSLEY,

MR. A. J. HARDING,

32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.

31, Somerset Way
Iver. Bucks

,

MR. J. H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,

Caversham. Reading.
JUNE

THE SPERATI FORGERIES
(We extend the hospitality
of this column to our Kent
member, Mrs. 3.W. Cox, who
sent the following inter, -sting contribution:)
"On el. the resolutions submitted to the Philatelic Congress
of Gt. Britain, which I attend:
ed this year, was:
"That this Congress deprecates
the proposed action of the BPA
in distributing the Sperati
forgeries, as it is considered
that the marketing of forgerie
is detrimental to the hobby of
of stamp collecting as a whole"
"Having, when I heard it, a
completely open mind on the
question as I have insufficient
knowledge of the subject to be
able to give even the humblest
opinion, I was extremely inter ested in the ensuing speeches,
bof `or and against the resol
ution, which was lost by a ver y
large majority.
"The decision resolved was
that it was far better to have
them and know of them for comparison than to destroy them.
One speaker said (I quote
from memory) "How many among
us are likely to own those
stamps which Sperati copied,
and should some chance to come
our way, who would be foolish
enough not to have them
expertised before purchase ?"
"I voted against the resolution, being quite convinced
that by making the forgeries
public and - thus more easily
identified, the B.P.A. had
done the correct thing."
-

WHAT DO Y 0 U THINK ?

1954

ft i E S WSS ES SAYS &MR

Collecting of essays and proofs has been for many decades
sadly neglected by philatelists in Switzerland. The reason
for this is inexplicable, because as a rule -. it is just in
the homeland where this special field of collecting is normally highly developed.
The biggest collection of early Swiss essays was shown
some forty years ago at an exhibition in Vienna and was rewarded with a Gold Medal. It is only fairly recently that
essays and proofs have met with the interest they deserve.
There is, of course, a representative collection of them in
the Berne Postal Museum, but it appears that comparatively
few of the early items can be found in private possession.
For British collectors of Switzerland the early essays are
almost beyond reach. Some years ago a fine collection was
sold by the Bale stampdealer a.11er at the impressive price
of 15,000 francs. But it did not include such gems as a
pane of 25 essays of the Neuchatel 5 c. of 1850, or a
complete range of the "Strubeli" essays and proofs of
18 54/5 6 shown in the Vienna exhibition.
These essays can hardly be acquired today. But some of
the lees elusive ones can still be encountered, and I
shall, therefore limit these notes to those items which
some of us may yet aspire to add to our collections.
Some of the most interesting among them are the proofs of
the Rayon issues of 1850/52. Having been printed in two
colours, they exist in various combinations, and particularly of the frames only, with the Confederation Cross inserted..

A great rarity among the proofs is the 5 c. "Strubeli" of
1854 in tote-béche pairs. Only one sheet was ever printed
containing these této-béche pairs, and this came about because the first Berne printing was made from plates of 25
stamps. As an experiment a plate was printed twice on a
large sheet of paper, thus producing 50 stamps in vertical
tote-béche position. The actual printing of the issue was
then made on a new machines which could print complete
sheets of 50 from a new plate.
Before the adoption of. the new Sitting and Standing Helvetia designs, many designs were submitted to the postal
authorities. In the late 1870s the Printery Muhlhaupt in
Berne was charged to produce new designs, and the result
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was the production of the "Libertas" essays, of

which a largo number of colour proofs were
made.
Seven original plates were
submitted, each containing 100
items.of the Libertas design,
of 20, 25 and 50 o. values,
and Muhlhaupt's also printed
quite a number of proofs in
various colours.
But the design did not meet
with the approval of the postL 1 8 1.5RTAS al authorities, and when the
printing firm asked that the cost of 40200. francs for the plates and proofs, and 1,250. francs for the Sketches, finished drawings and
engraving should be'borne by the postal authorities, a dispute arose.
Only after the
Post Direction
finally placed
a large order
for the approved "Standing
Helvetia",
after tho original designs had been altered several times,
the printers accepted a cut in their bills*
One oan argue whether tho rejected design of
the "Standing Helvetia" ms not more pleasing
than the one which was acoepted and used for
all values between 20 c. and 3 f. between 1882
and 1907. For myself, I should say that I
consider the rejected design as more attractive. Of the accepted design
tho printers made a large
number of dies and proofs.
Tho die proofs in black, and
printed on cardboard are nowadays rather difficult to come
by. On tho other hand tho socalled "proofs" of the finished product in a host of fancy
colours aro not_proofs at all. They were made

No 6 (Eighth Year)

for private profit between 1886 and 1887 by
MUehlhaupt after his contract with tho Post
Direction had been ended. Muehlhaupt refused to surrender the plates to his successor maT Girardet, and did so only after the
authorites threatened drastic action.
Before surrendering the plates Muehlhaupt
produced thousands of complete shoots, mostly of the 25 and 40 c. values in all colours
of the rainbow and more, and sold them, imperforated, to a Paris stamp dealer, These
"colour proofs" were selling before the
first world war on the Continent at about
ld. each, and even much cheaper in bulks
Today some dealers ask as much as 2s.6d for
each, although they can only be regarded as
curios.
(To be continued)
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4.-4014,0
NO Tkir,-B2CHE FRO jUVMTTUTE THIS
The P.T.T. will not issue tete-beche
sheets for the Pro Juventute series next
December, as this has been strongly criticised by collectors and the stamp trade.
But stamp booklets with P.J. stamps will
appear, because, say the P.T.T., there was
keen demand for such booklets.

THE TICINO POSTMARK. We regret that
'artist's licence' was used in the reproduction of tba postmark in the last issue's
story of the 'Oval Postmarks of Canton
Ticino'. A corrected illustration is
appended.

(Advertiser's Announcement)

I 0

1P15- UN I

'cX

We have great pleasure in bringing to your no ice our "Summer Discount". This Discount,
for easier reckoning, has been fixed at 10% (instead of 7-N last year), and by popular
request was brought forward into the period of
JUNE 1st. to AUGUST 31st. 1954
All orders reoeived by us between the above two dates will be eligible, and the saving
of 2i-s. in the E will, in times when everything goes up, be welcome to all collectors of
Switzerland. The concession will apply not only to all prices in our 1953/4 catalogue,
but also to all Approval Booklets and items purchased within the Approval Service.
A further advantage of buying during the Summer Discount Period, is the even more careful
attention our staff can give to individual requirements. We are always striving to give
full satisfaction but during the busy winter months orders are of necessity hurried.
Inevitably, when our buyer visits Switzerland in August, higher prices will have to be
paid by him for many items, of which Stocks are low. Although not always in full (our big
stooks act in some degree as "buffers") certain price-increases will have to be made in the
autumn. The wise man thus not only saves 10% now, he also safeguards himself against price
increases later this year.
It is a hUman failing-to "leave things over till tomorrow". Please avoid the rush which
always occurs in August, towards the end of the Discount Period. We help you by creating
the discount for you -- help us by spreading your orders over June.and July. Please send
your Wants-Lists EARLY! Hoping to hear from you shortly, we remain, Yours faithfully,
rimeND
T.pn
9/ wimirmyRY RD.. WOODSIDE PARK. LONDON. N.12.
^
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By E. J. RAWNSLEY
The study of postmarks can be extremely interesting from many angles.
They are so essentially a part of the postal service, for they existed long before
postage stamps, and they tell so much of the history of the post, that they - make a
worth-while study. Another point is that when specialising in one country, there
come a time when the collector begins to reach saturation point as to the number of
stamps he can acquire - a s&turation point usually indicated by the depth of the
pocket!
It is then that the study of postmarks opens up an entirely new field
and once more there is abundant interest in looking through large quantities of
quite common stamps in search of items which might otherwise be missed.
Delving back before the stamp era, the Swiss postal service may be said to
have started with the ancient 'Runners', for there is evidence that the Cantons ran
Many of you
a very efficient service as far back as the early XVth century.
already know the series of beautifully produced cards depicting the costumes worn
by the official messengers of the 'Thirteen Ancient Places' (Cantons), examples of
which are to be seen in the Postal Museum at Bern. Zurich, Schwyz, Zug and
_affhausen are shown in XV cent. costumes; Uri, Bern, Unterwalden, Glarus, Luzern,
These
--rnzell and. Solothurn in XVI cent., and Basel and Fribourg in XVIII cent.
messengers, thus dressed in: part-coloured costumes of the cantonal colours, carried
official (and sometimes private) letters between one Canton and another, and on •
They were privileged persons,
occasions as far as Paris and towns in Germany.
having diplomatic status, must be allowed to pass without 'let or hindrance', were
given free lodging, and in general performed functions very similar to those of the
'Queen's Messengers' of the present times.
The history of Swiss postmarks, however, in the more accepted sense, can be
traced back to the founding of the Helvetia Republic in 1798, when Napoleon was taking
more than a casual interest in the affairs of Europe in general, and when the reorganisation of the administration resulted in an enormous increase in the mail. A
diroular of November 15th, 1798, first mentions the use of engraved postmarks, giving
an indication of posting dates, while the era of the postmark as we know it, came
In most oases these first ones were said to have been rectangular, with
around 1808.
the name of the post-office and sometimes with removable figures denoting the date
and hour of posting. They were in use in the larger towns of Bern, Zurich, etc,
Old covers, both pre-stamp and early issues, invariably have several markings
in addition to the main cancellation., which were put on the letters by the respective
post-offices either at the time of departure, arrival or during transit.
It may be appropriate at this point to list those most likely to be founds

P.

(P H

PP

R^

,

P.
P.p.
P.D.
P.F.
R.L.
L.G.
L.V.
LB
p H

(Paid)
Pay4
Port Pays (Postage paid
Payé jusqu'â Destination (paid to
destination)
Payé jusqu' . is Fronti6re (paid
to frontier)
Rayon Limitrophe (within the
frontier limits)
Lausanne-Geneve or Ligne Geneve
Lausanne-Vevey or Ligne Vevy
Line Basel via Hauenstein or
Huenigen
)

R & Rte
D Bu
N.P.Soh.

Route
Diligence-Bureau
Distribution
Nach Postschluss (after
close of post office)
Post Ausgabe (postal delivery

P.A.
Charge
Recommandée ) Registered
Recommandirt)
Letter Box
B ite
Zu wenig frankiert )
Insufficiently
)
Franco trop peu
franked
Timbre insuffisant
Zu spaet
Too late
Trop tard)
Afternoon
Nachmittag
)

Bale Suisse
B.S.
Transit Zurich
T.Z.
Vormittag Morning

(To be continued
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FAMOUS SWISS ON STAMPS (VI).
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FINAL LONDON MEETING OF THE SPISON.
At the meeting on 1st June, our
Chairman, Mr. B. H. Spiro, gave a mag6.
nificient display of AIRMAILS, starting
off with the complete series of definitive issues from 1919 onwards. This was
followed by a superb show of special
flights, showing the development of
aviation from its early days. Some of
the flights were sponsored by Aero
Clubs which did so much to promote interest in flying. Many of the sheets
were illustrated with maps showing the
course of the flights thus commemorated,
and other items included balloon,
zeppelin, helicopter and glider flights3
a really splendid collection which we
were privileged to see.
In view of the holiday season, there
will be no London meeting during the next
three months. We hope to resume on the
first Tuesday in October, 5th, which will
also be the occasion of our Annual General Meeting. Further details mill be
announced later.
During the reoess we shall be making
up the programme for the next season and
would welcome euggestions from:members
as to the aubjects they would like to be
included.
== === = == ===== == === = = = ======== ==== ==

The Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsleyi
will be away on holiday until 4th JulYt
and all correspOndence will be dealt
with promptly on return.

=================
Once more we put out
an urgent plea for booklets to keep the
Club Packet going. The two packets still
in circulation have met with good response, and we are most anxious to main,
tain this service. Please do your best
to help.
EXCHANGE PACKET.

A
Atl;

4:',./11:41
,:leel •tosfr
"..•
For informative articles, new issue
notes, market reports, special offers
of stamps, covers and literature, and
many other interesting items.
Send for a free sample copy now from the leading specialist in Swiss
Stamps in this country.
THOMAS
Wadeslea

D.
Elie
Sootland

GREEN

Gottfr_i_a_d Keller
The 5c. value of the 1940 Pro Juventute set
portrays one of the most famous novelist and
poet of 19th.century German literature. Born
on July 19th, 18194 in Zurich,
Keller was apprenticed to a
landscape painter and spent
two years in Munich in the
study of art. Poverty drove
him home to Switzerland and
he began to write.'
His
first small volume, modestly entitled "Gedichte"
(Poems) soon proved his
talent. The Cantonal government granted him a small pension, which enabled Keller to study philosophy at the University of Heidelberg. From 1850 to 1855 he lived
in Berlin, where he wrote his famous novel
"Der GrUne Heinrich". Thereafter followedf---Ny
works, short stories and novels, several
enchanting Swiss background. Few writers have
united such fancy and imagination with such
uncompromising realism, tragic seriousness and
abounding humour. Many beautiful episodes of
his awn youth in the Swiss valleys are interwoven in the delicate portraitures of Swiss
oraftsmen, merchants and peasants in his books.
AB a lyric poet his genius was no less original
and he takes rank with the great German poets
of the last century. Keller died in Zurich on
July 16th. 1890, three days before his 71st.
birthday.
************************************************
ATTENTION
IMMEDIATE
----o0o---AIL letters received by me from colleo*---vk
are answered - usually with the stamps req.,ed
- on the day received. Members of.the Society
who have already dealt with me will, I am sure,
tell you that the condition of the material
supplied is always first-rate!
Approval Selections are obtainable and
contain many desirable items - e.g. mint blocks
of four of 1912 Pro Juventute (unmounted) and
1913 Airs.
Full-time dealing only in the material of
Switzerland enables no to give really "personal"
attention to each and every customer - elusive
wants are obtained in a short while and always
in the same A.1. condition. hint means just
that - earlies are usually, of necessity, oncemounted - and Uped are always Fine Used!
cannot supply my
I only buy the best - so
customers with anything but the best.
Please write now for wants or approvals
to

JOHN STUART CATION, A.C.A.,
10, THROWLEY ROAD, SUTTON, SURREY.

Fife
(Mention the Helvetia News Letter)
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WHAT PRICE SWISS RARITIES ?
By L.-Colonel J. D. Blyth
/- One of the most important
ac,., sions of Swiss stamps took place
in London some weeks ago.
One
hundred and twenty lots were put
under the hammer, all coming
apparently from a fine collection
which might have taken a lifetime to accumulate.
The strength was not so much
in the Cantonal issues, of which
only a few Geneva and Neuchatel
issues were offered, as in a fine
array of Rayons and imperf. Sitting
Helvetia issues. To those attending the sale (at Harmers) the
pleasant surprise was that, though
many items fetched high bids, the
'market prices' are by far not as
1,"/- high as some of our dealer
fak.ends insist. For instance, a
fine Neuchatel 5 c. with 3 large
margins and one a bit closer, used
on an entire and tied with black
bars, was knocked down at £52/10/-,
while the S.G. catalogue price for
a single used copy is £50 and the
Amateur Collector's catalogue
price is X70. On entire it would
demand a premium over those
quotations. A Rayon II., 10 Rp.,
single plus tho'samo value in
vertical bisect, used on an entire
from Stein to Brugg9 both' tied
with blue bars, fetched £36.
A 10 RP. 1854/62 variety with 2
silk threads and a wing margin
from right of sheet was sold for
£9; a'rare vertical strip of five
20 Rp., lightly cancelled with
good margins went for £25;' a 5 Rp.
variety on very thin paper, showing the constant flaw in frame
line, on a piece of envelope, was
sold for £7/10/-. The fact that
in a single auction 120 lots of
(continued on page 4)

I can find nothing to say in support of the
B.P.A.'s action.
The decision resolved at the
Philatelic Congress, as quoted by Mrs. E.W. Cox, has
no bearing on the Resolution submitted. The Resolution
was conoerned'with the distribution and marketing of
the forgeries, while the decision answers only the
question "Keep or destroy?"
The decision that the forgeries should be kept
for comparison suggests muddled thinking. The fact
that a specimen under examination is not identiaal
with a Sperati forgery proves only that it is not one
of the known Sperati forgeries. It may be an unknown
Sperati:, or the work of some other forger.
It may be that the costly book will give minute
descriptions of how each Sperati differs from the
genuine original. If that is the case I would suggest
that a suitable title for the book would bee "WHERE
SPERATI WENT WRONG", A Text Book for Forgers.
The B.P.A.'s faith in the everlasting indestructability of the indelible mark is rather child-like and
touching.
A serious endeavour to find a solvent will
certainly be made by experts; but oven with the mark
untouched it is not difficult to devise a means of
offering to individual collectors selected specimens
of those forgeries in such a way that no suspicion of
faking will be aroused. There are many tricks by
which fakes are sold to the unwary; and 'one particularly suitable to this case has been is use for at least
1000 years 2
It is not likely that the B.P.A. will be turned
from their'intention of distributing these forgeries.
They might, however, save the chemists a lot of
research work by abandoning the 'indelible' mark and
identifying this collection beyond doubt or repair by
perforating each specimen with the letters 'S.P.'

THE CLUB PACKET

One further packet will be sent
out early in September. This exhausts all material
in our hands. Further booklets are urgently needed.
Please do your best to send one at least to the Hon.
Pkt. Supt. Mr. J.H. Short, 115 Peppard Rd,, Reading,
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By JOHN STUART CATION

"It's all very well to collect varieties, but there are so many of them. Where
do you stop?"Itve been asked a number of times.
So many collectors of Swiss stamps look at Zumstein's Specialised Catalogue and
decide that - completiOn being almost impossible . it is better to stick to' normals.
But,if they belong to their looal Society - or the Helvetia P.S. - they mill sooner or
later discover that it is the varieties that command interest and the collection of normals
is usually dismissed as "just another collection!".
Specialisation can, of course, be carried too far. I am not suggesting for one
minute that one should not segregate into paper, perforation, watermark and shade (distinct
shade) varieties - that is collecting as it should be done - and anyone ignoring such
differences can hardly be considered a true collector. But when ono starts on true
"varieties".it is possible to carry things to ridiculous extremes - collecting every minute
retouch - every infinitesimal shade variation etc.
It'is a matter, naturally, for the
individual to decide what he wants in his own collection, but it is important to bear in
mind that a great deal of the pleasure of stamp collecting is obtained by showing that
colleotion to others,
So, with no offenee intended to anyone, here is a suggested method
for the betterment of collections within the means at your disposal.
Lot 11B assume that.our "average collector" has E5 per month to spend on his
hobby - and that, as is usual, he takes all new issues (mint and used) as they come along also-that he has a standing order for the supply of all "varieties" of tiese.new issues..
That, on the face of it, mould absorb very little of his E.60 per annum - but,.believe me,
Just take the 1954 "Football" 40 c. stamp - Sheets A, B9 C & D it sometimes does!
100 different stamps in all, and inspect them under a magnifying glass - hardly tmo stamps
mill be found to be identical in entirety, and. each slight difference is pointed out and
supplied,to his as a "variety".
What a waste of money - when one considers how much more
Each year brings an issue of National Fete, Pro
miaely this.could have been allocated!
Juventute and'usually one other issue, and if one is to take all normals (mint and used)
and all the "varieties" (mint and used), the gap in the budget is quite considerable . and
the gaps in the earlier part of the collection are equally noticeable!
But this situation with a little planning, need never arise.
done is to decide what is a "variety" and what is not.
One member of this Society until
recently took every "variety" of new issues'
sent to him by his supplier. Nhny of these,'
of course, more as'common as the normal stamp,
they mere, in fact, normal stamps! And, in
years to come, the worth of these minor
varieties mill be precisely the same as the
normals, for they can only be seen under a
glass. I dontt deny the pleasure obtained
by this collecting in mounting and twriting
upt all these - but it hardly improves his
otherwise very fine collection to fill pages
On/y he'is '
and pages with these stamps.
likely to get pleasure looking at them, and.,
as I said earlier, probably one gets more
pleasure from other people seeing one's
collection than in looking at it alone at
home.
There is such a vast field for the
Swiss collector - from 1843 - 1954 -embracing
Cantonals, General Issues & Commemoratives,
National Fete & Pro Juventute, Tete-beche
pairs, Se-tenant and pairs mith interspace,
Air-mails (and flight covers, Miniature
Sheets, Postage Dues, Frank Stamps, Telegraph
Stamps, etc. etc., that if you want to have a
really comprehensive collection that you will
feel proud of, you must draw the line somemtere and just stick to the "distinctive
__
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What must be

LCYX,
D C OUN T
ON ALL ORDERS RECEIVED
UNTIL

AUGUST

31st

Saves 2/- in the I,
Send your Wants List
Now!
The SPECIAL OFFER applies also
to our APPROVAL SERVICE.
Get mare for your Money !
Buy nowt

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
271 Westbury Roads Woodside Parks
London. N.12.
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Much of the mail, naturally, came from France, and was routed through the French
agencies situated near the frontiers.
Of these probably the best known is the one which
existed at Ferney and mail passing through was
stamped first with a two-line and later with a
GENEVE
PAR FERNEY
three-line box cancellation. Dr. Fulpius, in
his book "La Poste a Geneve" gives the date of
the first mark as 1816 and of the latter as
•
1829, but my own example•of the three line cancellation is dated 1818, the date being confirmed inside the letter, so it would appear to have come into use earlier than the accepted
date.
Most mail of this period bore the town name, occasionally in an arc (e.g.
Menzigen and Adligenschwyl), but more commonly in a straight line. Variations in lettering
were used --capitals, script and there is ono known example (of Haslo) in Gothic.
Later on dates were added.
(See Figs. 1-5).
Circular postmarks, which had boon adopted by the French Post Office, and
introduced into Switzerland, came into use in 1830. According to the records, on 15th.
Nr°^ bor, 1833, the Post Dept. at Bern ordered 28 dated postmarks from a Paris engraver,
M. _duvet, at a cost of 20 gold Francs each, an exceedingly high price for those times.
These were 28-31 mm. in diameter and consisted of two'circles, with the name of the city at
the top, a coat of arms or other•devioe at the bottom, and the date and time of posting in
Examples'of these, and some modifications, are shown in Figs. 6-15.
the centre.

ode
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Fees, 1 6 - 21

Meanwhile, in 1841, the first adhesive stamps were issued, the Zurich '4' & 1 6 1 ,
The circular
to be followed shortly afterwards by those of Geneva and the 'Basel Dove'.
postmark was still used on the cover and a means had to be found to cancel the stamps to
prevent their re-use, and so wo have the 'Rosette' cancellations. There appears to have
been one type for Zurich, known in rod (for the city of Zurich) and in black for rural post
Geneva used
offices, and also in blue in one or two places (e.g. Rogonsberg and Stafa).
types
in
all
and
these
are
also found
5
two typos, each with its own modifications, giving
in black, rod and blue.
To be continued
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COMMITTEE

WHAT PRICE SWISS RARITIES ?

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
'The A.G.M. will take place on
Tuesday, 5th Octobers, 1954, in London. The notice and
agenda will bo published in accordance with the Rules in
the September issue of the 'News Letter's, but members
are notified now in order that they may keep the date
free and attend the A.G.M. in strength.
FORTHCOMING SEASON.
The Committee would be glad to
receive suggestions for displays and talks to be included in the latter part of the 1954/5 programme for London
meetings. We have already arrangements for displays of
the "Sitting Helvetia" 1862-82 issues, "Tote-Beall° &
Se-tenant" and of-a "thematic" collection of Switzerland
ahawing the flora, fauna'and costumes depicted on Swiss
stamps. Other displays, as.well as a Quiz competition
and auctions will take place? but far ono or two evenings Members are invited to send. in their ideas.
THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE OF_THE HELVETIA NEWS LETTER will
have 6 pages, to compensate readers for this doubleissue dnring the holiday period. Your Rditor, "Ar. E.H.
Spiro, is now in Switzerland and has promised to bring
home some interesting editorial material whioh wo hope
to publish during the coming autumn midwinter.
YORKSHIRE-LANCASHIRE GROUP
At the A.G.M. in May, the retiring Chairman, Mr.
E.M. Hamilton of Manchester (one time of Olten) in his
Annual Review, referred to the highlight of the session
- a display of early Swiss Classies by Mr. C. Gysin of
Basle.
Althou:. Er. Gysin said his Swiss oolleotion
ended in 1907, the wealth of gams from 1843 to that
date was fabuloue. Zurich 4's and 6's in all types,
Basle Doves,. Geneva Eagles in variety - everything was
there! Mr. Gysin has made a special study of the
Ortspost, Poste Locale aad Rayon issues and amazed
members by his identification of printings from the
different stones. In turn Mr. Gysin was amazed when
Mr. A.C. Wilson, Hon. Translator to the Group, proposed
a vote of thanks - in Baslerdutschi
The Annual Competition for the President's Prize
was won by Mr. L. Moore with 4 sheets of 'Standing
Helvetia'.
Officers appointed were:
A.J.F. Gosling
J.N. Highstod
J.A. Baa*mod
A.C. Wilson, B.A.
F. Crowther, B.Sc.
J. Walker
Hon, Copyist:
L. Moore .(who apologises for
Publicity Secs
delay in sending this report, but owing to
holidays his loopy' missed tho last issue.

Chairman:
Vice-Chairmans
Hon.Sec. & Troass
Aast.Sec. & Hon.Transs
Hon. Librarians

Nos. 7/8 (Eighth Year)

(Continued from page I)
olassio Swiss material could be
offered in London, and that
among the lots were many accumulations of up to 70 values of
the Strubeli issues, as well as
large lots of interesting
'fronts' and entires bearin,g'
aeveral stamps of this issue,
proves that the Shortage of good
Swiss material is not as desperate as some people pretend as
aa excuse for exhorbitant prioes.
Among the material at the sale
were many raro postmarks?
inoluding a amall collection of
Ticino oval typos aad ono of 50
fine ontiros of the Helvetia
Republio. All these will prove
satisfaction even to those
collectors who might have .§sAg,,
unable to take advantage oe
auction, because it augers well
for the future, and confirms
that Swiss rarities Gan yet be
got at reasonable prices, if
collectors keep their nerves.

MESSRS. TELL & SON GET A
BUSINESS LETTER.
At the annual
oompetition of the Helvetia
Philatelic Society's Yorkshire &
Lanoashire Group in Bradford, Mr
A.G. Wilson, B.A., entered an
outstanding exhibit (writes Mr.
L. Moore). It took the form of
a business letter illustrated by
stamps mad addressed to "Te-- k
Sons", (a Tell head se-tenanv with a pair of tete-beche Tell
boys); the letter complained
that some "Silk Threads" were
only "Rayon". There waa a
reference to "errors of colour"
and to different "dies". The
letter was signed merely by two
stampss an Air Eail Z. No.42
and a Pro Juv. Arms of
Schaffhausen with a philatelic
arraw stuck in the posterior
portion of the animal. To the
first decoder of this Christian
name and typical Yorkshire,(or
is it Lancashire?) surname, the
Yorks Group offer an appropriate
prize!
WADESLEA, ELIE, FIFE, SCOTLAND. —

Why not obtain your requirements of Swiss stamps from the leading specialist
in Swiss stamps in this country?
Send for a free copy of 'GREEN'S BULLETIN' containing informative articles,
new issue notes, market reports, speoial offers and other interesting items.

'News letter'
Editor
E. H. SPIRO,
111, Bus2ey
Road,
,
London. S.W, 20.

Hon. Secretary

Hon. Treasurer

Hon. Exchange
Pkt. Supt.

MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY,
32,E athelbert Gardens,
tlford, Essex.

MR: A. J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Iver. Bucks,

MR. J. H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham.Reading.
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A HELVETIA CUP FOR
ANNUAL COMPETITION

SEPTEMBER

ffINMJrJI (_ _Ei
POSTPONED TO

2 N D.

ris'L/

1954

N/E

NOVEMBER

1 9 5 4

A Silver Cup is to be the
Owing to unavoidable absence from London of the Chairman,
Treasurer and Exchange Packet Superintendent on October 5th,
maims° ri ze in an Annual
Comi,_éition Display of the
the Committee has decided to postpone the Annual General
HELVETIA P.S. to be held
Meeting to Tuesday, November 2nd.
in London each autumn or
Therefore in accordance with the Rules N 0 T I C E is hereby
winter and open to a 1 1
given that the
members of the Society
wherever they reside..
A NNUAL
GENERAL, MEETINGThis is the gist of a
will be held on Tuesday, November 2nd, 1954•at 6.45 p.m.
resolution to be moved by
prompt, at the SWAN RESTAURANT, Cosmo Place, Southampton Row,
the Chairman of our SocLondon. W.C.1. (Short walking distance from the - Holborniety at the next A.G.M. on
Kingsway Underground. Station; buses 68, 77, 188, 196 stop at
November 2nd. The Chairman
Cosmo Place.)
hopes that his suggestion
A G E N D A.
will be approved and he
has offered to donate the
1. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on
October 6th. 1953.
Cup which is to bear an
2. Report by the Hon. Secretary
appropriate inscription.
3. Hon. Treasurer's Report & Statement of Accounts
The conditions of the Competl-tion are yet to be de4. Election of Officers & Members of the Committee 1954- 5
5. To amend Rule 1 (b) (New Issues)
by the Committee and
vi
6. Motions and Resolutions
approved by the A.G.M.,but
7. Any other Business.
the idea is that the winner
of the Annual Competition
NOMINATIONS
is to keep the Cup for one
Nominations for the offices of Chairman, Vice-Chairman,
year in his possession and
Hon.
Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, Hon. Exchange Packet Superintthen return it to the Socendent,
Hon. Auditor and (not exceeding) 12 Members of the
iety, but would be entitled
Committee
should be sent to the Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E.J.
to keep it for good if he
without
delay and roach her not later than first post
Rawnsley, (or she) wins it three
on Monday, October 25th.
times in succession. •
Submitting the motion, the
RESOLUTIONS. Any Member desiring . to move a Resolution at the
Chairman hopes that such
A.G.M. must give notice in writing, enclosing the text of the
an Annual Competition and
Resolution proposed, to the Hon.Secretary before the meeting.
Cup will encourage all
After the business meeting (which is expected to last
members to take a more actabout 1 hour) there will be an informal meeting.
ive part in the displays .
and also improve attendance
MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND
at meetings.
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
Details of the Resolution
For the Committees
will bo pubJ,ished in the
E.H. Spire, Chairman
E.H. Rawnsley, Hon.Seor etary.
"Helvetia News Letter" in
the October issue, after
the Committee has drawn up
ON . OCTOBER 5TH there will be an ordinary meeting of the
the Conditions of the
Competition for submission
London Group with a display "MINIATURE SHEETS".
to the Annual General Meetin g.
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SWISS ON STAMPS (VII)
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ALEXANDER RODOLPHE VINET
(Continued) —

Practically no essays were made of the Cross and
Figure issues of 1882, probably because the design
submitted by Professor Resort to the printing contractors of the Post Office, Messrs. Staempfli & Co.
was approved without further argument or alterations.
It appears that Professor Hasert made only two or
three slightly different artist's drawings, and that
only one was engraved by Herr Burger, a Berne graveur.
Such colour proofs as Staempfli & Co. produced were
considered as 'Printer's waste' and destroyed.
whose portrait appears on the 300.
Hence one rarely comes across these proofs, of which value of the Pro Juventute series of
apparently only a very limited number have survived.
1931 was one of the most distinguished theologians and men of letters of
Among rare essays and proofs are also those of
French-speaking Switzerland. He was'
the 1907 'Tell Boy' and 'Helvetia' issues.
The
born in 1797 at Ouchy, near Lausanne,
Post Office arranged a compdition-for new designs,
in a humble home, and when he enterstipulating that something new and more imaginative
ed university, clothed in a homethan the 'Sitting' or 'Standing Helvetia', which had made garment, shod in his father's
been used since 1854 in various poses, was required.
old and worn shoes and with
The winning design was that of the well-known Swiss
cut short contrary to the fashi
painter, Albert Welti (1862-1912) but it encountered he was the butt for the mockery of
much criticism because of the lined framing on the
his fellow-students. Yet, at the
'Tell Boy' stamps. Welti submitted several designs
age of 20, the brilliant youth had.
and a number of essays was produced. The blame of
become a Professor of French Literaselecting the one. which produced violent criticism
ture at Basle and 2 years later a
Pastor. As Professor of Practical
and greatly hurt the artist (who had returned home
Theology at Lausanne from 1837,
after many years of residence in Munich and Paria)
Vinet led the movement of Independmust be put on the Postal authorities. Welti himent Protestant Churches and gained
self recommended the frameless design, which, was
world fame, getting great support
finally adopted a year later, and served well for
from the English and Scottish Nonmore than 25 years for the low 'Tell Boy' values.
oonformists. Politically he was a
Essays exist of all the three types of the seeond
radical and at one time stood trial
design, but they are nowadays difficult to get and
are highly priced. In later years all essays and
for sedition. Among his main works
are neligious Discourses" and "La
proofs were carefully collected by the P.T.T. for
Chriatomatie". He died at the
the Postal Museum and, there are hardly any on the
early age of 50 at Clarens in 1A.47.
stamp market.
yOuvor10102.

However, when the 1936-1941 Landscape and.Bistorical issues were prepared, a very large
number of different designs and drawings were made and subsequently even mare essays and
colour proofs produced, many of which found their way into private
colleotions. These issues were printed in rotogravure, after many
decades of Swiss stamps had been produced by the typographic process.
Hence the new printing method require& much study and many trials. All
these stamps were designed and engrave& by Karl Bickel, an artist known
for his extremely conscientious work, who has designed scores of
pictures before he was himself satisfied that they would meet the requirements of the high, task he had set himself. In a subsequent
article we shall describe the'many designs, particularly those for the
Historical pictures of the 50, 60, 70, 80, 90o. and 1F., 1.20F., 1.50F.
and 2F. values; and illustrate some of them.
In a monograph.by the Director of the Stamp Section of the P.T.T.
ONE OF THE
M. Hans E. Gaudard, published in 1945 a very full description of all
ESSAYS FOR
these essays is given. In our articles we shall show some of the
THE 90 0.
most interesting*
VALUE OF 1941.
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A full range
Enables you to study stamps at leisure in your awn home.
of APPROVALS from Cantonals to Modern Pictorials, are available
Why not send for a selection ? ?
to Collectors of Swiss Stamps.
Write for particulars to: 27 Westbury Road, Wbodside Park, London. N.12«
'Phone - HILlside 6857
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By E. J. RAWNSLEY

Part III

The postal history of Geneva is worth a - study to itself; the main difficulty
for the modest collector is to acquire the material, since it is - both elusive and somewhat
expensive. France annexed the Republic of Geneva on 15th April, 1798, which together
with Bonneville and Thonon was incorporated in the Department du Leman (99). In 1800 the
Dept. du'Leman consisted of Geneva, Bonneville, Cluses, Collanges, Evian, Fran gy, Gex,
La Roehe, Sallanches and Thonon and letters bore the straight line cancellation
99
but in May 1815 the Republic of Geneva became Swiss and GENEVE was used.
GENEVE
SUISSE
Apart from the post of Geneva itself,'there were also the various communes which had
their own offices at Carouge, Versoix, Chene, Celigny and Lanci.
With the Federal Constitution of 1848 the Cantonal and private posts were
taken over by the Confederation and after many teething troubles, lasting until 1857, a
national postal service was established. In 1849 a decree was issued that letters must
be cancelled: with a postmark showing the place of posting and the date and also by
applying, • in the presence of the sender, a seal with 'the word 'FRAN'CO' . If no seal vas
available, then it must be written in ink. Further, the amount of pro-paid postage must
be written in rod on the back of tho letter.
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With•the introduction of adhesive postage stamps new regulations came into
force, In 1850, during the 'transition period', when the so-called ' Vaud' , 'Zurich *lap.'
and 'Neuchâtel' stamps were in use at the same time as the first Federal issue, the
'Ortspost' and.'Poste Locale', a decree stated that the stamps should bo covered with a
dated postmark so that the cancellation should be clearly visible; or they could be
cancelled by a cross in black ink. The postal service, however, was growing at such a
rate that the regulations were not observed and stamps were being cancelled by any and
every means. At the end of 1850 there were more than 1000 post offices and over 3 times
as many so-called postmarks of all types and sizes.
By an order dated 9th September, 1850, the Federal Post Office changed the
method of cancellation and postmasters were ordered to cancel stamps with either 'FRANCO' or
'P.P.' seals. A month later authority was given to use'P.D.' (Paye â Destination) and the
day-4 postmarks were to be used solely on the envelopes. Around this period various
in—.tals were used to indicate the route, such as 'P.P.' (Paye â Frontiere), 'R.L.' (Rayon
Limitrophe) and others,
It was found, however, that there was still much confusion and accordingly, on
August 1st, 1853, an entirely new type of cancellation, the grilled lozenge, came into use.
It was some time before these were supplied to all post offices and, therefore, old and new
types were in use at the same period.
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Various types of lozenges were used, including the 'lattice' (Fig. 25), while
the lozenges exist in all shapes and sizes from the 5 bars used-in the district of Yverdona
and the 7 and 9 bars largely used by postal district VII (Lucerne) to the 15 line lozenge
in black and blue (although they do exist in red and green) which was used generally in all
11 postal districts. They appear sporadically on Cantonal and transitional stamps and
from October 1854 5o June 1857 on the 'Strubeli' issues. The St. Gallen grille differs
from all the rest in that it•alone has. the letters 'St.G ' in the centre. A very few
exist in the form of an oval, and a curious cancellation (Fig. 29) comes from Aiglo.
The lozenge cancellations were in use until 1857, and on May 28th of that year
all post offices were instructed to return lozenge and any other old cancellers to
headquarters.
To be continued.
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THE EDITORSHIP OF THE "AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S
CATALOGUESF SWITZERLAND"
RESIGNATION OF MR. E. H. SpIRO
The Editor of the Catalogue of Switzerland
published by the Amateur Collector Ltd., asks
for the pUblication of the follawing personal
statement:
"I desire to announce that I have resigned
as Editor of the "Amateur Collector's Catalogue
of awitzerland" and that I shall not be responsible for the 1955 edition, if and when it is
issued, I have made this decision with regret,
having edited this little catalogue the only
one published in the English language - since
its inauguration in 1953.
I believe that it
has performed a good service to Swiss colleetors
in the English-speaking world, who ought to be
indebted to the publishers for bearing the
financial burden that made its appearance
possible during the last two years.
"However, I feel that I cannot accept in
future the responsibility for the price policy
as expressed in the catalogue.price quotations.
The publishers are, of course, entitled to mark
the prices according to their own market assessment does not conform to my awn as regards a
number of intended new price increases. I have,
therefore, notified Mr. H.L. Katcher, the
Manager of the Amateur Collector Ltd.9 in Juae
that I shall, with regret, relinquish my editorship.
"In the recent iSEnte of the house organ of
this firm, "The Swiss Philatelist", I noticed a
witty remark of a non-philatelic nature, whioh I
believe to be a reference to my resignation as
the editor of the firm's Catalogue - moreover as
no other announcement was made by the Amateur
Collector Ltd. in this regard. The note in
"The Swiss Philatelist" was as follows:
"THOUGHT FOR TO-DAY. Anyone who thinks he
is indispensable should stick his finger in
a bowl of water and then notice the hole it
leaves when he takes it out."
"I do not propose to act on this advice,
simply because I never believed.in being indispensable, particularly after having performed
the donkey work in inaugurating the Catalogue
and its.subsequent "Supplement 1954" and.shown
the way, editorially and typographically, haw
the Catalogue should be made. It is an old
truism that none of us, denizens of this sad
world, is indispensable. Not Yvan stamp dealers who, at times, are asking prices whioh are
a little too high. But I hope that the Amateur
Collector Ltd. mill also prove that their former
editor is not indispensable by producing for
many more years.this useful little Catalogue
mdthout my help, and thus continue to render a
good. service to all colleators of Swiss stamps
in the 'aglish-speaking world.
EDWARD H. SPIRO."
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PRO JUVITTUTE 1.95,1 NUMBMS ISSUED. Our
Berne correspondent reports the following
official figures for the quantities sold
of the P.J. 1953 issues
5+5c. 8,153,888; 10+10c. 694629686;
204.10c. 596729133; 30+10c. 1.849.535
and 40+10c. 19472.300.
Included in
these figures are the stamps contained in
849475 sheets with the various trete-biesche
and setenant combinations and in 84.353
stamp booklets. Although from these
figures it would appear that the 40c.
value was sold in fewer copies than the
300.9 the fact is that 5309000 300.
stamps were sold in sheets and booklets,
hence the 'real' figure of the 30c.
stamps'sold loose was only about
193009000, and less than that of the
400. value,
A GOLDEN JUBILEE EXHIBITION OF THE P.-.
ZURICH-RUTI took place on September
12th, at which many fine Swiss collections were on show, and particularly a
magnificient display of the 'Sitting
Helvetia' issues-of 1854-62 displayed by
a Lucern collector.
ZUMSTEIN'S CATALOGUES 1955 have appeared
on September 1st and we shall review the
Swiss part in the next issue of the
"amp Letter", when we shall also comment
on the new listing of awitzerland in the
Stanley Gibbons Europe Catalogue 19559
reeently published.
BALLOON FLIGHT AT HLWAU. On the
occasion of the 1200th anniversary of
the town of Henau (Canton St. Gall).,nne
of the oldest Swiss settlements, a
balloon flight is taking place in September, at mbich special postcards with
an appropriate cancellation will be
conveyed.
THE KLOTEN AIRPORT STAMp Issued in
Augast 19539 which at some period had
been heralded as a future 'rarity' did
not live up to such expectation. A
member just returned from Switzerland
reports that one can buy it at any DNiSS
stamp shop at the price of between 50c.
to 60c. (or dbout 10d. to 11-)9 which is
a modest price for an obsolete stamp of
this character.
A GREAT BOURSE arranged by the Zurich
P.S. will be held on October 30-31 in
the Zurich Congress House, one of the
largest halls in Switzerland.

THE CLUB PACKIW
Urgently requires YOUR support.
See notice on Page 6.
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We are taking this opportunity of reproducing the library list, for the benefit of
new members, or those who have mislaid the earlier announcement.
The items listed may be borrowed against a fee of 6d. per book, plus registered
postage both ways. We realise that in some instances this may work out a little expensive,
owing to the heavy postage rates at present in force, but we must safeguard the property
of the Society and more particularly those books which have been loaned to us by the
kindness of Mr. Stratton.
Name

Author or Publisher

Published

Swiss Aerophil. Soc.

German
2949
1953
English
German
1949
1949 - 1952 German

Languaga

CATALOGUES
Zumstein's Specialised
Amateur Collector's Catalogue
Swiss Airmail Catalogue
Zumstein's Simplified Catalogues
BOOKS

&

PAMPHLETS

Development of the Postmark
Dee—es for Swiss Postage Stamps
A t_tury of Swiss Alpine Postal Coaches
Die Drucksteine der beiden Rayons I.
Bemerkungen zur Poste Locale
Gen6ve de l'origine a 1851
La Poste
Die Ausgabe Stehende Helvetia
Hundred Years of Swiss Postage Stamps
Die Wohltaetigkeitsmarken der Schweiz
(1912-1926)
Les Timbres Cantonaux de la Suisse et lours
Falsifications
Les Happen
Die Telegraphen-Marken 1868 - 1886
Die Portomarken der Schweiz 1878-1909
The Cantonal Stamps
Die Basler Taube
Die Oval Poststempel des Kanton Tessin

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Ed.

a

P.T.T.
P.T.T.
P.T.T.
Herbert Munk
Herbert Munk
George Fulpius
Ruttimann
P.T.T.

J. A. Bosshard
Soc. Lausannoise de
Timbrologie
H. Broillet
Schweiz. Briefm. zeit.
Hermann Hitter
A. S. Allender
Ant. Abele
Fritz Billig

1944
1946
1943
1950
1944

German
English
English
Ger.& Fr.
German
French
German
French

1927

German

1949
1949

1898
1943
1950
1920
1930

French
French
Ger.&Fr.
German
English
Garman
G. Fr. & I.

102.,,,PLIC BOOKS
English

aWi. - erland - A Short Survey

it

Swiss Art & Antiquities
Art in Switzerland
Switzerland, Land of Peace & Liberty
Swiss Textiles
Switzerland & Her Industries

ti

R. du Traz

II
tI
tI

-----o0o

If anyone has any other bookn which they wculd care to donate, or loan, to the
Library, for the benefit of other members, we should be most grateful.
Applications for the loan of books, which may be retained for 3 weeks, should be
made to the Hon. Secretary.
Wk.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN SWISS STAMPS,
OR IN OBTAINING PHILATELIC LITERATURE, ETC.,
WHY NOT TRY

1

/21

WADESLEA,

OFTEZN
'RUE,

FIFE,

SCOTLAND,

London members are
invited to bring along
a friend as a visitor
to meetings to be held
in the 'Swan Restaurant'
Cosmo Place, W.C. 1.
Help to make oUr
Society more widely
known,
,
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The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, originally scheduled for October has had to be postponed because of the unavoidable absence from London of three of the chief officers of the
Society. The Chairman, Mr. I.H. Spiro, has to attend in his professional capacity two
political party Conferences in the North of England, the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. A.J. Harding
and the Hon. Exchange Packet Superintendent, both have important engagements in Wales and
the Midlands respectively, and are unable to be in London on the date of the October meeting.
The Committee felt that the A.G.M. should be the opportunity to hear reports from
these three officers and to address questions to them, which would, of course, not be
possible if they were unable to attend in person.
It was, therefore, decided to postpone
the holding of the A.G.M. until the London meeting on November 2nd, as will be seen from
the official notification on Page 1.
The Committee hope that the November date will also
be more convenient to other members and that there will be a fu'?. attendance.
7{6
7{

DEATH OF MR. A. SULTZBERG:ER,
The Committee announce with deep regret
the death of the oldest member of our Society;
Mr. A. Sultzberger, of Lynton Grange, Croydon,
who passed away on July 10th in his 86th year.
Mr. Sultzberger was not only the oldest member
of the Society, but also one of those who had
joined it in its early days, more than 7 years
ago. In spite of his great age and frail
health, he had taken keen interest in all our
activities, and until two years ago attended
occasionally the London meetings.
When he
was lately unable to do so, he nevertheless
maintained contact by correspondence and his
letters, written in beautiful copper-plate
handwriting proved that his interest in Swiss
philately was not flagging. We shall always
remember this fine old gentleman and 'Old
Guard' philatelist.

Y

*x 7C*iY a

Hon. Secretary: Mr, J.A. Eastwood,
Whinneyfield House, Skircoat Green Road,
Halifax.

,,;

CONGRATULATIONS to our Australian member,
Mr. B.H. Batchelor of Sydney, on the occasion
of the birth of a daughter.

LONDON

G

GROUP

Hon. Secretary: Mrs. B. J. Rawnsley
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford. Essex,
The meetings of the London Group during
the 1954/55 season will be as follows:
. FLT:. Tuesday, Oct. 5th, Display 'MINIATURE
Tuesday,
SUMS' and informal discussion.
Nov. 2nd.: ANNUAL GENERAL METING followed by
members display and bourse; Tuesday, Dec.lh
'PHILATELIC FROLICS'.
Tuesday Feb. lst: Display 'SWISS
l s
T, E-BCHE & S-TENANT ISSUES': Tuesday, M ar.
1st: 'SITTING HELVETIA 1862/82' & 'SWISS
TH»ATICS'; Tuesday, Apr. 5th: To be
announced later; Tuesday, May 3rd: 'SWISS
AIRMAILS & FIRST FLIGHTS' - Second part of
Mr. Spiro's display; Tuesday, June 7th: To
be announced later.
All meetings, until further notice, will
take place at 6.30 p.m. at the 'SWAN RESTAURANT', Cosmo Place, Southampton Row, London,
W.C.1. At all meetings members are invited to
bring along sheets from their own collections
relevant to the subject of the display, and
also their duplicates, as at several meetings
bourses will be held. One or two auctions are
also planned this season and members are
3vsri nr^ ^:A cl AYtA 1n-t:R to hho Worn_ Secretary.

The Programme for 1954/55 is as
follows:
...12.241 Oct. 16th: 'CHAIRMAN'S
DISPLAY' by Mrr. U.J.F. Gosling; Nov. 13th:
'HELVETIA QUIZ' conducted by Mr. A.C.Wilson;
Dec. 11th: 'LIECHTENSTEIN DISPLAY' 'Messrs. Lee & Moore.
Jan. 8th: 'CONCERTED ITEM' displays
:
by Messrs. Strowlger, Gullis & Hoyle;
Feb. 5th: 'SOLDIER STAMPS' display by Mr.
J.N. Highsted; Mar. 5th: 'POSTAGE DUES'
display by ir. E.M. Hamilton; Apr; 2nd:.
ANNUAL COMPETITION - details to be
announced later. May 7th: ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING of the Group followed by an
interesting display.
All meetings are on Saturdays at
2.30 p.m, at the residence of Mr. J.N.
Highsted9 4, Park View Road, Heaton,
Bradford (Phone: Bradford 44138). Any
collector of Swiss stamps is welcome to
attend any of the above meetings as the
guest of the Group
EXCHANGE PACK' T BRANCH
Hon.Supt: Mr. J.H. Short, 115, Peppard
Road, Caversham, Reading, Berks.
The continued circulation of the
Packet depends entirely on the support
members can give it. We have all grades
of collectors in our ranks and, therefore,
material of all grades is likely to be of
interest. If every member would endeavour
to send in one booklet, we could keep the
Packet going for quite a while, but if
everyone relies on the other person, then
our efforts Will fail. Do please turn
out your boxes of duplicates and send
along all you can spare.

SHURLEY LECTURE No t 2. We apologise for
the long delay in producing the proposed
lecture on the 'Standing Helvetia' issues,
but further information has come to light
which renders our paper, as planned, somewhat out of date. It is hoped to resume
work on this in the not too distant future.

Lz57 E

fr?

'News Letter'
Editor

Hon. Secretary

E. H. SPIRO,
111, Bushey Road,
London. S.W.;,20.

Hon. Treasurer

IIRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY,
327 Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.

MR. A. J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Iver. Bucks.

Hon. Exchange
Pkt. Supt.
UR. J. H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham.Reading.

M IL

EDITORIAL
SWISS

NEW

ISSUES

r
GOTTHELF PORTRAIT AND MORE INSECTS

AT

FACE

VALUE

A resolution submitted by the
C2mittee to the A.G.M. recommen an alteration of the Rules
of our Society, by which the
NEW ISSUE SERVICE

is to be discontinued.
,
This may seem to some members
a retrograde step, the loss, of
a faCility provided by the,
Society'for many years.
However, since most of tho
currency and import regulations
which have made it so difficult
for the individual collector to
buy and pay for Swiss stamps
directly in Switzerland, have
been relaxed, there is no point
in continuing the NEW ISSUE
SERVICE, which has been causing
unending trouble to our Hon.
11
On Page 2 of this
Surer.
'News Letter' wo explain hew
members can now order New
Issues (and all cUrrent Swiss
stamps) from the P.T.T.
Philatelic Agency in Berne at
FACE VALUE (plus postage) and
thus evensave money.
This method will also save time
of members and Committee
Officers, and is bound to work
mere smoothly and more advant+
ageously than the rather
cumbersome new issUe service.

o0o

Once again this year we hope to be 'first with the news'
about the designs of the Pro Juventute,1954 series - at
,
least when these lines were written none of the philatelic
journals had yet published a report We received the
following descriptions ahead of the official P.T.T.
announcement.
The 1954 designs continue-the 'Swiss Butterflies and
Insects' designs on 4 values, while the lowest value will
bring a. portrait of Jeremias Gottholf for a second time a
a Pro Juventuto stamp - the first appeared on the 30 c.
stamp of 1930. This time Getthelf,-a celebrated novelist
of the first half of the 19th cent., is being honoured on
the occasion of the 100th anniversary of his death (22nd
October, 1854).
Incidentally "Gotthelf" was not his real
name, he was born Albert Bitzius and became a Protestant
pastor, but he published his novels, dealing with the life
of the Swiss peasants and reminiscent of Charles Dickens'
novels, under the pseudonym of "Gotthelf", which became
famous.
The 5+5c. value with Gotthelf's portrait is printed in
red-brown in recess by the P.T.T. Printing Works, while
all the other values are in roto-photogramure and printed
by Courvoisier. They aro as follawsg•
10+10c. green/brown/orange/blue-depicting a species of
the alpine Tigermoth (Arctia caja), a member of the
Arctiidae family of the Macro-lepidoptera order of butterflies. ,
20+10c.-red/grey/brown/yellow brings the picture of a
Bumble-bee, apparently. a Bombus lapidarius of the same
speeies as we know it in this country.
30+10c. purple-violet/brown/yellaw/grey shows an insect
which is often mistaken for a small butterfly or moth, •
but which is, in fact, a member of the Neuroptera order,
a relative of the Ant-lions. It is an Ascalaphus Fly
(whose German name is very fittingly "Butterfly-like").
40+10c. blue/grey/Yellow/red depicts a Swallow-tail
(Papilio mach-am), a near relative of which we have
already encountered on the 20c. value of the 1951 Pro
Juventute set.
The now set will be on sale from December 1st, 1954
until January 31st, 1955.

ANNUAL

.GENERAL

MEETING

at the 'SWAN HOTEL',
At 6.30 p.m. on TUESDAY, aid November, 1954
Cosmo Place, Southampton Row, London. VIT.C.2.
All members residing in and around London are requested to make a special andaavour
to attend this meeting. g
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All Swiss cUrrent stamps and forthcoming New Iseues
can be.bought at face value from the PJ.T. Philatelio
Aaency, whose address is as follows:

GENERAL-DIRECTION P.T.T.
WERTZEICHEN VERKAUFSSTELLE,
BERNE, '
BOLLWERK 8,
SWITZ
The importation of stamps for collectors from
Switzerland to Great Britain is - since the ending of
all relevant regulations some months ago - practically
unrestricted. Certain limits and the necessity of
filling licenoe forms aro still in force, but apply to
large transactions involving valuos of over E1009 and
therefore do not apply to such ordors as a colloctor
may want to placomith the P.T.T. Philatelic Agonoy.
It is necossary to pro-pay all orders. This can be
done bither by sending an appropriate number of International Reply Coupons (available at every Post Office
at the price of 9d. each. The Swiss P.T.T. accepts
these coupons at a valua of 40 Centimes per 9d. coupon)
or by sending a modest deposit to the Philatelic Agency
through a British bank. The latter method is more
advantageous, because tha rato of exchange is better the P.T.T. will allow Fr.12.20 for El, and having a
deposit will also save trouble and postage in sending
the International Roply Coupons by rogistered mail,
every time an ardor is sent.
Wbothar you have a bank account or not, you can go
to any branch of a British bank and ask for a form to
transfer any amount (up to El0 at a timo) to the P.T.T.
Philatelic Agency. Thore is no delay and apart from
modest bank charges (about 3s.6d.) no further expense.
Obviously yau will notify at the aame time the P.T.T.
Philatelic Agency that you have sent the money through
the XYZ-branch of Barchester Bank Ltd. and within a
faw days the Pa.T. will send you a letter confirming
r000ipt and notifying you that an account has boon
oponod in your ham°. Now you oan ardor any stamps or
items on the list regularly issued by tho P.T.T. Philatelic Agency (thoy will probably send yaa such a list
when sending tho reacipt and also enclose a little
leaflat with information of what thoy have to offer,
including stationery, books etc., and_ telling you also
what spacial cancollations °to. aro to be expectod in
tho noar future), which you can ordor in the samo way).
All stamps are sold by the P.T.T. at FACE VALUE,
thus for instance the forthcoming Pro Juventute set
will cost yaa 2s.6d. (face value Er.1.50) but you will
have to refund postage. As a rule the'P.T.T. will aak
yaa to pay 400. for aa ordinary letter, but at times,
when your order is a little larger/ they will send it
by registared mail and then postage will be higher.
You can also write to the above addross, asking
only for the current list (well illustrated) of all
stamps which tho 1).T.T. has on sale. They will sand
this list froo of charge and. post free, and you can
have a look at the list first before you decide what
amount of monoy to send. as a deposit. The P.T.T. is
axtremoly obliging and will anawer all your queries in
English. Lists, ordor forms otc. aro also availablo
in English.
This method will be found to be more convenient
(and probably cheaper) than the facilities so far provided by our New Issue Service, and certainly more
interesting, lavaticularly as tho Pa.T. as a rule WO
philatelic franking and special cancellations on all
their letters to customers.
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C2at -9A-tat .
The reprint of a 40 c. airmail stamp (Zum.No. 44, S.G.No.
416s) originally issued in October 1948, and withdrawn from
sale after the invalidation of
all airmail stamps, is causing
'much controversy in Switzerland.
The reprint - in darker
ultramarine than the original
stamp - was made by U20 P.T.T.'
in order to supply Swissair with
stamps for a special envelope
used on the occasion of the first
flight from Zurich to Sao Paulo
(Brazil) on May 27th9 1954.
This special anvolope was
sold by Swissair for Fr.1.- with
two of those roprinted 40 0.
stamps alroady stuck on, and no
single stamps of this sort ware
availablo either from Swispair or
at a Post Office. Thus unofc
ially no mint specimon.of thia
reprinted stamp oxists,'othor
than any which might have been
soakod off the onvelopes not
mailed. The manner in which tho
stamp was reprintod and sold for
a spacial flight, valid for one
day only, has cause& strong
criticism and the P.T.T. is being
asked whether this 'new' stamp is
a valid iS8110 at all, or just a
Ilabelt issaod by Swissair.
Zumsteinis catalogue editors have
now annoUnced that they will
consider this issue NOT as a
valid stamp but as a tReprintv.
Whatever the final definition of
this strange issua adll be,
actors of airmails and first
flights will undoubtedly want to
include this envelope in their
albums, and it may be advisable
tcasecure it quickly, as only'
19,275 first flight letters were
posted to Sao Paulo with two of
thase stamps each.
g
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AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S CATALOGUE
In the announcement by Mr.E.H.
Spiro about his resignation as
Editor of this catalogue, which
we publishod in the Septembar
IHolvetia News Lotter' a typing
mistake mado nonsense.of an
important sontence. This Should
roads "The publishers are, of
aourse, entitled to mark the
prices according to their own
market assossmont, but this
assessment doos not conform to
my awn as regards a number of
intended now price increases".
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By E. F. Rawnsley

Part IV

.

Postmarks were now to be circular, of a diameter of 20-23 mm., with
the lettering in 'Latin' type. They are best shown on the 'Strubeli'
.issues, the second issue showing chiefly the single circle type of postmark, later developing into the double circle type. Worth looking for
among the postmarks of the 70's are the 'dwarf' or so-called 'thimble' cancellations.
These emanated from a number of small post offices who were issued with simple cancelling
devices with' only one disc, giving the day and month, but without the year. Three
different designs are known, and also a slightly larger one used in Canton, Graubunden.
Nevertheless, despite this emphasis on circular postmarks, the P.T.T.
themselves state that from 1874 until the beginning of the 80's, straight-line postmarks
are found - they quote specifically places in the Italian sector of the country consisting of either one or two lines, and later three lines, either with a frame or
without, such as:
PUT Z
GRAUBUNDEN

f_ a 1852 to about 1897.

BELLINZONA
18 guig. 82
mossageria

Other'interesting marks of
this period,•which are now becoming
more elusive, are the oval postmarks
of Ticino, which were in existence
A full listing of these was given in the May issue.

Mention was made earlier of the French offices. As w e ll as these the
Swiss also maintained a number in Italy. There are said to have been about 38 of these
offices at one time, but so - far postmarks for only about 16 have come to light. The
one at Camerlate, near'Como, was still in use in the 1860's, and others were at Arena,
Chiavenna, Domodossola, Monte Spluga, Pallanza, etc., and for a short time there was even
one in Milan. Chiavenna was closed only in 1921 and at the present time there are still
Swiss offices at Luino and Domodossola.
These marks are now not too easy to find, but
success can still reward the patient searcher. They are extremely rare on the 'Strubeli'
issues; on the 1862-82 'Sitting Helvetia' and the 'numeral & cross' issues the most
likely one is Domodossola (or Dome d'Ossola). The most fruitful sources are the
'Standing Helvetia' series and the postage dues.
Another change came about in 1874
with the establishment of the U.P.U,, which resulted
in the abolition of the 'P',''P.P.', and 'Pal.'
'P.P.', however,. remains, although for
postmarks.
adifferent purpose, and is used to this day for
mailing, as a type of pre-cancellation.
From 1867 onwards the circular postmark developed rapidly, still based on the French principle. In 1905 the size of the
postmark was increased to 27 mm., but to-day both large and small types are used. In the
case of large towns, the name is usually at the top, while beneath is a. description of the
Zurich, for
post-office, such as 'FILIALE' (Branch Office) or the name of the district.
instance, has some 50 different examples. Small towns and villages have the name at the
top and frequently the name of the canton beneath.
For postal purposes the country is divided into 11 regions, and these
are indicated by the numbers 1 - 11 seen on the postmarks:
Chur
VII Lucerne
IV Neuchatel
1 Geneva
Bellinzon.a
VIII
Zurich
V
Basle
II Lausanne
IX St. Gallen
VI Aar au
III Bern
This brings us almost up-to-date with the postmark as such, but in the
modern administration there'have been further developments in the form of commemorative
postmarks. All kinds of events are thus given a little extra publicity - philatelic
exhibitions, the 'Day of the Stamp', sporting events such as the Olympic Games and
historical occasions - such as the;very fine ones used on the occasion of the centenary
of the Constitution of 1848With an eye to publicity, too, health resorts are allowed to use special
postmarks as an attraction to tourists., 'Many of these are obtainable on the little
propaganda leaflets put out by the P.T.T., and from the same source a comprehensive list
of these cancellations is available.
(To be concluded).
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In just twelve months from now Switzerland

is to stage a great philatelic show, .the
National Stamp Exhibition at Lausanne, to be
held from October 15-239 1955, at the great
hall of the Comptoir Suisse, the famous home
of the Lausanne Trade Fair.
The exhibition committee,'under the chairmanship of M. Georges Trollux, President of
tho Societe Lausannoiso de Timbrologio, are
already busily preparing tho ahowl which will
covor a in mere than 1,000 frames - an area of
somo 6,000 sqnare yards*
Apart fret a large number of Swiss collections, including several awarded Gold Medals
and Grand Prix at the IMABA and LUNABA, as
wellaas at the London International Exhibition
1950, the P.T.T. and the Postal Maseum will
provide exhibits.
The P.T.T. is expected to show the.technioal production of Swiss postage'stamps„ with
actual printing presses at work9 while the
Postal Museum will open its coffers and show
many of the treasures whieh are not regularly
exhibited, even at the Museum*
It is intended to issue a special Miniature Sheet to help and, finanOe the high cost of
thie exhibition - and t4is is perhaps the only
feature.of the Lausanne shaw which will not
find unanimous approval by philatelists. There
was some argument about this plan, when repro-sentatives of the International Philatelic
Federation mot last June members of the Exhibition committee. The I.P.F. has banned all
stamps and miniature sheets of which the surtax is higher than 50 pace, and has recommended that they should not bo included in future
stamp catalogues. Now, the Lausanne committee
intended to ask the P.T.T. to issue a sheet
which was to be sold at Fr.2.- but which would
have depicted a postage etamp of a postal
value of only 30 or 40 e. This would have
been, of course, against the I.P.F. rules and
the miniature sheet would thus lose its 'philatelic character* and be considered just.an
axhibition label. After prolonged negotiations
it seems a compromise has boon reached. There
will be a Miniature Sheet issued. by the P.T.T.
and it will probably be sold at Fr.2.- but its
postal value,will be determined in such a,way
by the P,T.T. as net to violate the I.P.F.
rules. It remains te be seen how this will be
finally arranged, because if the F.T.T. accepts
the total value as 'postal value' there would
be no revenue for the exhibitionfunds, and
this is9 of course, tae whole point of issuing
the sheet. It is unfortunate that this sort
of 'special sheet' has to be issued at all,
but.it appears that a email country such as
Switzerland could probably never hold a great
philatelic exhibition at all, if it were not
financed by sueh dubious means. Howevora we
may onoo again close one eye, and accept the
Lausanne Shoot as a philatelic, item in our
collections, if by this meane it helps our
friends to stage a fine stamp show. Anyone
interested in publicity material abont this
exhibition pan write to tis Secretary, M. Oscar
Plumettaz9 rue Beau Sojour 189 Lausanne.
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DEATH OF THEODORE CHAMPION.
'With the death of this famous philatelistt Editor of the Yvert Tellier Catalogue
and doyen of French stamp dealers, Swiss
philately has lost one of its great experts
and foremost collectors. Although M.
Champion was generally regarded as the best
known French philatelist ho was the
founder of the Paris Postal Museum and an
Officer of the Legion of Honour - he was,
in fact a Swiss by birth and he never lost
his love for and interest in the stamps of
his native country. Although the loading.
Paris - and indeed European - stamp dealer,
he aways refused to part with some of the
unique Swiss.gems in his private collection
for instance, the only existing colour
error of the 5 c. Strubeli in blue (instead
of brown) uzed on an entire posted from
Bale to Mulhouse. I had the privilege to
see thia unique item when M. Champiol---,
kindly showed. me some parts of his marvellous colleotion a few years ago in Paris.
A friend of kings and famous men, he was a
most kindly and modest man to whom philately was a moans of friondehip and understand.
ing of his fellow-men. He-died at his
Swiss chalet at Cheno-Bourg, near Geneva,
where he often spent hia holidays in his
native country, on August 3let, at tho age
of 81. ' All who know and respected him
will cherish the memory of this truly great
philatelist and fine gentleman.
E o H S SO

SPECIAL POSTMARKS
The many events during the summer and
autumn have brought a spate of special-.
postmarks and cancellations for the aaa:a
special post offices and mobilo P.O.'s of
the Swiss Automobile P.O. We can mention
here only a few of particular interest
such as the postmark of the Auto P.O. at
the Lucerne Exhibition for Agriculture,
Forestry and Horticulture, in use from
September 16th to October llth; an
attractive cancellation, showing a horse,
for the St. Gall Horse Sport Days, use& on
4th & 5th September; the special postmark for the Lausanne Comptoir Suisse
(11th-26th September), and the nice
cancellation for the "Night Fete on the
Zurich Lake" an event which brought a fine
illUmination and firework display and a
balloon flight on September 28th. Another
illustrated 'Auto' postmark was issued for
the Bale Rhine Sports Days on llth & 12th
Septembera

ALL SMALL LANDSCAPE STAMPS of the 1936
design will lose their validity and be
withdrawn from sale9 even at the
Philatelic. Agency by December 31st9 1954.
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Jv2 .7ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND,& LIECHTENSTEIN 1955
STANLEY GIBBONS 1955, PART II, FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

I

The Zumstein Catalogue was published punctually
in September'and shows no major changes or startling
price alterations as compared with last year's edition.
It is as always reliable and well-edited, .
right up-to-date9 and oven a little ahead of time,
including already the price quotations for the not
yet issued ProJuventute sot'of 1954.
The Stanley Gibbons 1955, Part II, Foreign Countries, Europe & Colonies Catalogue, on the other hand,
will meet with great interest, as it is the first edition of this catalogue since 1952, The foreign
volume has now grown to 1 1 217 pages, with the inclusion of all colonies of European states (the French
colonies alone occupy 150 pages!), and it is a mystery
how the publishers can produce such a largo volume,
with thousands of illustrations, excellently printed
and bound, for the extremely low price of 21/,
To us the Switzerland pages of S.G. are obviously
of' aticular interest, and oven a quick perusal shows
thaa much good work has been done to improve some of
the parts badly needing improvement since 1952.
While in some cases the sequence of numbering has been
stremlined, the editors unfortunately decided not to
make a real sweep and dispose of the many a,b,c,d and
oven"g and h letters attached to numbers years ago
when colour changes made it temporarily necessary.
Why should for instance, the Tell Boy and Tell issues
of 1924-1930 carry for- - all eternity numbers with
letters (which look as though they would denote
varieties?)
Perhaps the most striking fact of the new S.G. is
that a number of modern Swiss issues have been marked
down in price, a . very healthy decision, because
some of the 1952 prices (in spite of the sliding value of the £: Sterling in the intervening years) were
definitely too high. (The publishers of tho'Amateur
Col: -ctor' a Catalogue" will probably disagree -with
an idea that prices should be marked down, an idea
apparently quite abhorrent to them!) On the other
hand, many of the classic issues have been considerably marked up and are now more in keeping with
correct Zumstein quotations.
Thus for instance, N_cuchatel 5c, goes up from
£70 to 1100, while in other cases the increases are
between 10% and 20%. The 1854.-62 Struboli issues have
also boon thoroughly re-priced, many of the 1955 quotations are as much as five times higher than four
years ago, but in the 1952 edition they were ridiculously low.
There are still some inexplicable differences in
quotations of "popular" stamps. For instance the two
first airmail stamps (with propeller overprint) are
priced as followss No.298a, 30c. mint 80/-, used
110/-, No.299, 500. mint 22/6,. used 20/-, while Zumstein far more correctly prices them at Fr.50.- and
Fr.75.-, and Fr.11- and Fr.15- respectively, or taking
the current rate of exchange at 83/- and 125/-, and
18/4d. and 25/- respectively. There is no doubt that
the used 50c., for instance, is a 'batter' stamp than
the mint item, but S.G. makes it the other way round.
However, even with a few minor mistakes, the now
S.G. and its Swiss listing will be gratefully accepted`by all Switzerland collectors who do not require a
more specialised cataloguing. Those who do will, as
in the•past,,,turn to the inimitable and always roliabl
Zumstein Specialised.

DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR PERFORATED
SWISS STAMPS - and -I mean not those
perforated around the edges (who
would?) but those perforated by
commercial firms through the body of
the stamp design. A special club of
collectors of "Perfins", as these
'throwouts' are now called, has been
founded in the U.S.A. -9 and its.
President, Mr. V.J. van Lint, says
that there are as many as 200 different 'commercial perforations' on
Swiss stamps, many quite rare, and
sought after by the "Porfins" fans.

A SUPPLEMENT TO Z,UMSTEIN'S SPECIAL-.
ISED CATALOGUE & HANDBOOK 1952, is
to be published in October. It will
contain all stamps issued to the
autumn of 1954 with all varieties,
shades etc. which are normally listed
in the specialised catalogue. The
price will be about 3/9d. and members
may book either directly or with the
Editor of the 'Helvetia News Lotter'
who hopes to get a small supply
shortly.

645,200,000 SWISS STAMPS USED IN 1953
The official statistics published
recently by the P.T.T. show that a .
record number of stamps were sold
last year, 7 9 700,000 more than in
1952, in spite of the fact that more
than 400 million parcels, letters
and printed matter items, were prepaid or meter-marked.

GOTTHELF VILLAGE ON NEW POSTCARDS.
The recently issued new s vies of
postcards with the imprinted1oc,
value has 32 new pictures, including
one of the village of Luetzelfluoh,
whore Jeremias Gottholf (whose
portrait appears on this year's 5c.
Pro Juvontute stamp) lived for many
years as the village pastor.
SWISS RARITIES AT LONDON AUCTION. A
large number of Swiss classics -altogether some 80 lots - will be sold
at a Harmer's Auction on October 19th
in London. There are many fine items
including a Double Geneva, a strip
of three 22 Ortspost with unframed
cross, and a collection of 138 10
Happen Rayons. Among modern issues is
a magnificient, pane of twenty--five
30c. airmail stamps Zum.No. 1.
•
According to the auction catalogue
the estimated value of the lots offered is over £2,500. We shall report
on the results of the sale.

THE PESTALOZZI CHILDREN'S VILLAGE,
now has its own post office, with the
official name "Trogen-Kinderdorf
Pestalozzi", and its own postmark.
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THE

ANNUAL CUP COUPETITION.OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
At the A.G.M. on November 2nd, Mr. Edward H. Spiro is to move the following ResolUtiOn,
which he duly notified the Hon. Secretary:
"That this A.G.M. approves the holding:by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of an Annual Cup
Competition for the display of album leaVes from members' collections of SWitzerland; that
the display shall be held at a meeting of'the London Greup, but open to all members of the
Society; and that the prize of the winning entry shall be a Silver or Silver-plated Cup;
and that the Competition shall. be arranged in accordance with Rules approved by this A.G.M."
The Competition Rulos to be proposed fer approval by the A.G.:M, provided that the above
Resolution is accepted, and subject to any amendmants proposed and passed by the A.G.M.1
are as follawsl
Rules for the Annual Cup Compotition of the Helvetia Philatelic Society.
.(1) The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined by the Committee of the
H.P.S., as a display of album'leaves from collections Of Switzerland awned by members
of the H.P.S. The display shall be held at a meeting of the Landon Group, but shall
be open to all members of the H.P.S. wherever thoy reside.
(2) Competitors shall enter not less than 6 (six) and not more than 10 (ten) leaves .
containing any.postage stamps,.charity, airmail, special, postago duo, officials, or
other issues, miniature sheets, semi..postal.issues (such as Hotel stamps, Soldier_
stamps, Airmail labels etc.), entires, flown letters, postal stationery issued i
Switzerland, and normally considered as philatelic items of a collection of
Switzerland. Entries must be made a fortnight before the date of Competition.
A jury of three members, appointed by the Committee of the H.P.S. shall judge the
entries after the display, and shall award to the owner of the entry they haVe
selected as the best, the Competition prize, a Silver (or Silver-plated) Cup.
ZUrOrs shall be not permitted to compete, but may enter exhibits "hors councours".
(4) The jury shall judge the exhibits not as to their monetary value nor as to the
rarity of the items included, but have particular -regard to,the philatelic) knowledge
shown.by-the exhibitor, and to the:presentation, neatness and writing-up of the
exhibits, using if possible a points system. The jury shall.be entitled to ask the
competitors to. bring their collections or part therof to the display, so that they
can aacertain that not only the few exhibited sheets but also the whole collection
justifies the prize award.
(5) The Cup awarded annually shall rsmain in the possession of the prize winner for
:eleven months following the award; and then be returned to the Competition Organizer
named by the Committee. The Cup shall then be presented to the next winner of the
Competition, but if the same person vine three successive Annual Competitions, the
Cup shall become his.or her property, and the Comnittee shall provide a naw Cup f-the next Competition, and so forth.
Mr; Edward H. Spiro has offered tO donate the first Cup to the Society to be used for
award, and suggested that the Cup should be appropriately inscribed.
LONDON

GROUP
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Hon.Secrétary Ers.E.J. Rawnsley,
32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford.Essex.
The opening meeting of the season was
held on Tuesday, October 5th. Two short'
displaye were given by the Hon.Secretary,
the first on Miniature sheets, with much
valuable aSSistance froth Dr.F.H. Taylor;
and the second on "The Story and Cancellations of the Day of Stamp".
The meeting on November 2nd, whicliwill
be immediately after the conclusion of
the business part of the A.G.M. will be a
display of "ITEMS RECENTLY ACQUIRED" and
members are invited to bring as many of
their own recent acquisitions as possible.
It is hoped also to hold a BOURSE at
this meeting provided that enough members
bring along their duplicates for sale or
exchange.
The December meeting will be en the
14th (the second Tuesday in December,
please note change of date!) and wo hope

to have some Christmas fun under the title
"PHILATELIC FROLICS".'
All meetings take place at the Swan Restaurant
Cosme Place,Southampton Raw, London W.C.1, which
is a short walking' distanae from Holborn Tube Stn.1
The popularity of Swiss stamps continues
undiminished.
If you have already formed a straight
collection, why not try a new 'side-lino' -tete-lAcho & s4-tonant, interspace pairs,
pro-stamp covers, or Soldier stamps ?
Aal these can be supplied through our
Approval service. Pull particulars from

Yue-

/gilt/ill/5hr? CO/ / C.-7011)
9&-ct
Westbury Road, Woodside Park. London.N.12.

'News Letter,
Editor

Hon. Exehange
Pkt. Supt.

MR. E. H. SPIRO, MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY,
1119 Buohey Road, 32, Ethelbert Gardens,
LondOn.
S.W.20. Ilford.
Essex.

MR: A. J. HARDING
319 Somerset Way,
Iver. Bucks.
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Mr. J. H.. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road;
Caversham.Reading.
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1ERRY CHRISTMAS
and

PROTECTING YOUR POCKET

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
Enclosed with this issue of
the "Helvetia News Letter" is
PTT list of all
currdht awiss stamps available
at present at face value from
the PTT Philatelic Agency in
Berne.
You will also find enclosed a
yellow order form to be used
when ordering the stamps with
the P.T.T.; and on page 2 we
have included a number of
Questions and Answers about the
methods of payment. The list
and the order form are in English
and practically self-explanatory.
However, if any member has a
query on this matter, the editor
will gladly assist him (but a
S.A.E. must be enclosed when
ng).

scheme; now made possible
by the ralaxation of.import and
currency regulations, will save
you a lot of money. You can
orderjsuly single stamp naw listed
in the PTT list, including all
high values, postage dues, stamps
of the various U.N. agencies etc.
at face value and at the official
rate of exchange which is ls.8d
(20 pence) to F 1. - instead of
paying fancy prices*
The Committee have also invited
several leading Swiss stamp dealers to contribute regularly to
our Exchanzftpacketa and to offer
lots, sets and singles of those
Swiss stamps which are not
current and cannot be bought from
In this issue, on
the P.T.T.
page 4, the first such offer
wtich we received from Swiss
dealers is advertised.
We hope that members will take
advantage of these new facilities

TO AIL OUR MEMBERS AND FRIENDSt
The Committee

II) 0 111.1/E/

;")

The Editor

1954,

The Pro Juventute set 1954 is now to hand and we can
add a few details to aur "first with the news" report in
the October issue of the "Helvetia News Letter".
We are slightly at variance with the P.T.T. zoological
descriptions* We named the moth on the 10+10c. value
"Tiger moth", while the P.T.T. calls it "Garden Tiger";
our "Bunble-bee" on the 20+10c. value is officially
described as "Buff-tailed Humble-bee". But whatls in a
name? The stamps with their colourful presentation of
the insects are very attractive under any name.
The 5+50* Gotthelf stanp was designed by Karl Bickel,
the famous stamp artist, from an oil painting by Johann
Friedrich Dietler (1804-1874)9 who prodUced the portrait
of Gotthelf in 1840.
All the other values with the insect pictures are by
Niclaus Stoecklin„ who had also designed the 1950 Pro
Juventute stamps. They were printed in roto-gravure by
Courvoisier on white, granite paper (with red and blue
fibres) from two cylinders (A and B) of 50 stamps each,
while the 5+50. value, printed on white paper by the
PTT Stamp Printing Works was produced in roto-recess
process, from four cylinders (Nos. 1 to 4) of 50 stamps
each.
A stamp booklet, containing 12 stamps of the 5+5c.,
12 of 10+10C* and four stamps of 20+10c. (each page
consisting of 4,stamps) has also been issued; but there
will be no tete-beche sheets, nor
will any Pro Juventute stamps be
sold this year in the form of ,
se-tenant palrs or tete-bechels.
We can only say "hear, hear!"
to this
A special postmark was applied
by the Philatelic Agency on the
1st December on First Day Covers
and a special envelope bearing a
portrait of Jeremias Gotthelf has been issued by the
Pro Juventute Foundation at the price of 20c*
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While the enclosed P.T.T. list and order form are selfexplanatory, there might be a few matters. which require a
little elucidation. The editor of the "News Letter" tried
it out on a member who never before had any experience in
buying or exchanging stamps with correspondents abroad.
Most of his queries related to the method of payment, and
it may be best to give the queries and explanations. in the
form of 'Questions and Answers to assist all members : in
this matter.
QUESTION: Can I enclose a Pound note or two and some
British postage stamps or Postal Orders when ordering?
ANSWER.: No, This would be illegal and the banknotes
could be confiscated by the Customs authorities. The
P.T.T. does not accept British Postal Orders or stamps in
payment. But you can send International Rekl Coupons
which you can buy at any post office at 9d apiece. But you
will got-only 40.
Centimes credited for each Coupon
which costs 'you 9d.
QUESTION: How . then shall, I send the remittance?
ANSWER o For. small orders you can use the International
Reply Coupons- up,.to 100 (equivalent to £3.15.0.) . in
each letter, which' should be sent by Registered Mail.
But you will be better off (because you will got a better
rate of exchange) if you go to your bank and ask for a
Treasurer form (Form E, Application to purchase foreign
currency under the Exchange Control Act of 1947). You
must take along the yellow P.T.T. order form with you and
show it to your bank clerk. As a rule, if the amount is
not very large (up to £10) the bank can authorise you to
buy an amount in Swiss francs for which you pay in Pound
Sterling. You will not get the Swiss francs, but the
bank will send an instruction to its banking contact in
Switzerland to pay the amount to the P.T.T.
QUESTION: Can I send the yellow form to the P.T.T. in
the meantime?
ANSWER: Yes, with a short covering letter saying that
thd'Barohester Bank", Great Wallop branch, is at the same.
time forwarding the amount to Switzerland. The P.T.T.
will wait until the draft arrives - this takes rarely
longer than a week - and then fulfil your order.
QUESTION: Can I send a deposit to the P.T.T. from which
future payments can be deducted?
ANSWER.: Yes, and the P.T.T. prefers this method. You
can send through your bank up to 120.- francs or £10 once
a month, The P.T.T. Philatelic Agency will then open for
you a "current account" and deduct the remittance for any
future orders.
QUESTION: I see that in the P.T.T. list there is a
column saying "number per sheet". Does this mean that'I
must order a complete sheet of every stamp I want?
ANSWER: Not at all. You can order any single stamp
mentioned in the list, even an odd value from_a set or a
Juventute ar Postage Due series. You can order blocks of
four and anything you fancy. You can get all the stamps
mint or cancelled to order_. The only exception are "Tetebeche" stamps. These are sold in complete sheets of 80
only, as listed under Paragraph 6.

SWISS DAY OF STAMP .115.4.
takes place this year, as usual on
the first Sunday in December, i.e.
on the 4th, and the Federation of
Swiss Philatelic Societies has
entrusted its arrangement to the
Lucerne P.S., which is holding a
special meeting, exhibition and
bourse and has issued two most
attractive entires, a postcard and
and envelope, depicting the design
of the Pro Juventute stamp of 1926
(Zum. No.40) which shows the famous
Lion Monument by Thorwaldsen,
erected in Lucerne in 1821 to the
memory of the Swiss Guards killed
in the defence of the Tuilleries
during the French Revolution. The
P.T.T. has issued a special postmark, showing the "wild man",
Lucerne's symbolic figure, he ng
the town's coat of arms and a small
oak tree. The special postmark will
be applied on December 4th, only.
Dr. GEORGES FULPIUS,

the famous Chief Expert of the Federation of Swiss Philatelic Societies is ill and cannot at present
accept stamps for expertising. Our
best wishes for a speedy recovery.
SOCIETE DES NATIONS FORGERIES.

The Berner Briefmarken Zeitung
reports the discovery of faked overprints 'Societe des Nations' on the
Disarmament set of 1932 (Zum. Nos.
36 to 41). Apart from some differences in the letters S,O,E and D,
the forged overprint in
black, while the genuine is d(
bluish-black.

21.
"Br ....g,)2____.242_11,
The University of Heidelberg in
Germany is holding courses on
philately and the syllabus includes
lectures on postal history, the
production of stamps, postal laws,
varieties etc. Students have to submit themselves to exams to receive
a diploma. We know the Dr.
Philosophiae degree. Will there be
one for Doctors of Philately ?
?

SPECIAL POSTAGE DUE CANCELLATION

Since the P.T.T. began to use
ordinary postage stamps for the
collection of payments for underpaid postage (with a view to ultimately abolishing postage due
stamps), a special oancellation is
being employed by the post offices
QUESTION: Have I to pay for postage?
ANSWER: Yes, you must allow a small amount for postage, in which districts these experiments
but you won't lose it. The P.T.T. always uses nice stamps are conducted. This cancellation
on its letters, often Pro Juventute etc. and cancels its
consists of a large T, sometimes in
letters with a special postmark.
a circle, which indicates that the
QUESTION: Any other queries?
postage stamp was used as a due
ANSWERS Not at the moment, but I shall ask you if I
('taxe').
have any more!
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It is forty years since the first Tell-head stamp was issued
and this may be a good enough excuse to consider for a feu
A flaw on
moments the interesting story of this design which has appearNr.126/11
ed in no less than 15 different values and changes of colour
over a period of many years. Indeed, the Tell stamps were still valid until
the mad.of 1942, When they had been superseded for many years by the various Landscapes.
During the first decade of this century a strong trend developed on tae Continent against
the pomposity and excessive ornamentation in the fine arts, which in this country was
particularly marked in the paintings of the pre-Raphaelites. The designs by Charles
L'Eplattenier, particularly those of the Helvetia figure of 1907/09 and of the Sitting
Helvetia with Sword, were attacked by critics as pretentious, stilted and fanciful, and there
was a general clamour for more simple, strong and unaffected stamp designs. The postal
authorities decided to yield to the public demand for more modern and simpler symbolism in
stamp pictures and arranged an opan competition. Its result VMS the acceptance of a deoign
submitted by Richard Kisaling, an artist belonging to a circle of younger Swiss painters and
sculptors, who had designed the William Tell monument at Altdorf.
Kissling used his original drawing for the Altdorf monument in designing the new-stamp, and
when submitting his essays, he made a condition that the stamp, whatever its colour, must not
be printed on white paper but on sepia or buff toned paper, so that a relief effect could be
created - the effect of a sculptured hoad of the legendary hero and not just a flat "photo"
on white background. After some haggling because of the higher production cost this
condition put on printing - the postal
authorities placed an order°for specially
manufactured buff paper on which the new
stamps were to be printed*
From Kissling's drawings, J. Sponger, a
well-knawn Swiss engraver, produced several
Type I
plates, one or twe of which did not find the
Type
II
of Nr.126
approval of the postal authorities because
they thought the lettering not clear enough. The first Tell
stamp saw the light of day on July 8th, 1914. It was a 100.
red which we now know as Typo
with the cross-bars in the
H and ES in three-quarter height. Somebody at the Post
Office wanted the lettering changed once again and in September of 1914 the lettering was re-engraved, with the crossbars of H and E in the middle of the letters. Thus Type I
was created. As me can see, Type II was, in fact, issued
bef/'-'.. Type I and. all the other Tell values wore subsequently
and Smoke Ring
Broken 2
pr:4: '-.)d from the Type I plates. Of Type II about 300,000,000
of the 10c. red mere produced, of Type I only 6,000,000 copies of this value. When new values
were introduced and the colours aubsequontly changed, printings of tho Tell design became very
much larger than that of the originally issued 10c. value, for instance the 10c. green (Zum.153
was issued in 1,134,000,000 copies.
The design with its plain background and the bold drawing of tne herots strong features
proved to be timeless. It appealed to the taste of 40 years ago and it is found to be
attractive and suitable for a stamp picture today. The Tell stamps provide a limited but
interesting field to the specialist. A number of varieties - apart from the different papers,
smooth and grilled, on which some of the values were issued - can help to enliven the pages of
our album. Perhaps the most interesting varieties occur on the early values such as the lOca
red, 12c. and 15c. violet and mauve and the 200. violet (Zum.154). This stamp in.particular,
shaws some marked flaws, such as a broken 2 and a "smoke ring" above Tents head (see illustration). On most of the Tell values there aro "broken figures", "broken letters", white spots,
white lines, interrupted frame linos and other flaws and none of these minor varieties (and
neither the major ones) are very rare or expensive.
Several of the Tell values were overprinted as "provisionals" when sudden changes in postal
rates necessitated the issue of new values. We shall deal with the Tell overprints and their
varieties in another illustrated article next month.
g2gg.3;ag:;3gg
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The next meeting of the LONDON GROUP on Tuesday,
December 14, 1954 at 6.30 p.m. will be an
"informal" one, entitled "Philatelic Frolics",
when we hope to have some light-hearted
entertainment and some "surprises" in store.
Members are invited to bring along any material.suitable for.an AUCTION and BOURSE.
The meeting will take place at the tSwan Hotelt Oosmo Place, Southampton Row. W.C. 2.
DON'T

MISS

THE

FHILF.LIZLIO r'i-TOLJOS
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By E. J. Rawnsley

(Conclusion)

So much for the straightforward story of postmarks9 but as alwaye, there aro many 'offshoots', all equally interesting9 each of which can form a separate section of any postmark
collection. An interesting page can be made up
of the special cancellations for the various
Peace Conferences which have been held in
Switzerland at various time (Fig. 30).
The cancellations and cachets applied to
airmails, particularly to special and first
flights are too numerous and well-known to
need explanation here. Many collectors are
interested in T.P.O.'s and here again there
are varying styles of postmarks, some having
the words IBAHNPOST1 or 'AMBULANT', or both (Fig. 31). Then
'Tourist' mark
there are the railway marks9 both circular and of the 'boxed'
type. Mails carried on lake steamers have their own cancellations (Figs. 32 & 33). There are also the military postmarks to be found on ordinary stamps
:nd on Soldier stamps, or used without stamps as 'Franco' cancellations. (Fig. 34),
Inevitably we come to slogan cancellations.
These have been in use for a much longer period
than is generally realised (in fact since 1919).
The P.T.T. have published a full catalogue, with
annual supplements to keep it up to date. Some
Fig. 33
Fig. 32
of the modern 'slogans' are really quite artistic,'
Fig. 31
particularly those commemorating historioal events,
but many more prosaic subjects9 subh as agricultural shows, jodelling festivals9 sports events,
trade fairs and instructions to postal and telephone subscribers are also used.
Customs marks are worth picking up, although they are elusive. The most usual form is a
'carpet' of onall dots or interrupted diagonal lines or
bars of various sizes, commonly found on 'Standing
In more reoenttimes,round postmarks'
Helvetia' issues.
often in blue or violet are used by the Customs authorities at post offices. (Fig. 35).
This then is a brief survey of the subject, which
will, it is hoped, give some idea of the scope and
interest to be derived from the study of the postmarks
Fig. 34
Fig. 35
as distinct from stamps. For those wishing to idoe-kify
place nathes there is a little P.T.T. Post Office Gu 4.0
t,,r
published in May every year at 50 c., which gives a listing of all existing post offices
the cantons in which they are situated.
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All offers are "subject unsold". Orders mentioning the No. of the Offer must be accompanied
'with remittance plus 8d. postage and addressed to "The Editor, Helvetia News Letter",
The Society does
111, Bushey Road, Raynes Park, London. S.W. 20 and marked "Swiss Offers".
not accept any liability, but lots found unsatisfactory can be returned. The figures in
brackets are Amateur Collector's Catalogue quotation 1953/549 the prices on the right are net
prices as charged by the dealers.
Lot No.1 Selection of used blocks of four (Nos.1539172,174,1849186,187) Tell head and
ls.8d.
Disarmament, every block with one centre postmark (cat.5s.6d)
•
II
I)
5d.
each
Lot No.2 National Fete 1938 or 1939 Ant (cat.8d. each) ......... •
II
•
2s.4d.
• •
(cat.3s.8d . ) .... . . . . .
1940 four valUesai.
Lot No.3
t
I
1940 six val. yillA, with re-drawn and second colour of the
Lot No.4
5/-s.
20c. (Nos.3949595a96,7) (cat.8s.6d.) . . . . . . . • .
t
t
1
- each
(eat.1/6 to 1/8)
any set of 194191942,1943.m3e
Lot No.5
comp.mint
any set of 1944,194591946,194791948 and 1949,
Lot No.6
28.4d each
(cat.36.3d )
ls.4d.each
1Lot No.7 Pro Juventute MINT 1924,192591926 sets (cat.2/- each)
any set 1927 to 1930 and 1937 to 1949
Lot No.8
(cat. 3/-s. to 3s.6d.each). .2s.4d.each
Lot No.9 Airmail 50c..blAch/red9 No.99 f.used (cat.3s.3(10) . ..... . • . . • . .2s.3a.
.
3s.6d.
25c. blue on GRILLED paper9 No. 5z f f.used (cat.5/-0
Lot No.10
In the January issue of the "News Letter" a full page of offers will be published
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Have you ever seen a Swiss stamp or an entire with stamps bearing a postmark with any date between the 25th and the 31st December 1851 ?
If
you can find it in your album, you're a lucky man; you have found a
great rarity, particularly if it is a complete envelope.
For during Christmas week of 1851 (and, indeed, since the 23rd and until
the end of the year) n o
s tamp s
were sold at any Swiss post
office. Was the Post Office sold out? No, there were plenty of Poste
Locale, Orts Post and Rayons available, but the Post Director, Herr Naeff, had issued an
order stopping all sales of stamps during that period. Of course, a few people had some
stamps at home, used them on letters, and those were duly cancelled with the proper date.
But few of these entires or even single stamps survived and most of the envelopes one can see
today of the "stampless Christmas of 1851" are cancelled with "FRANCO" postmarks having been
pre-paid in cash.
The reason was that the Federal Council had decided to alter the Swiss currency from the
varied denominations valid in the German-speaking and French-speaking cantons to an unified
"French" currency, based on the French Gold Franc. This change was to come into operation
at Midnight of New Year's Day 1852.
Since 1849 the postal rates in the Swiss Confederation were based on the four "distance
routes" and calculated according to the weight of the missive. When the currency reform was
decided upon, the following rates were in operations
letters (up to 2 lots weight) 2z Rappen
l, .Lrst distance zone (up to 10 miles) 5 Rappen
Second
"
" (10 to 25 miles) 10 Rappen
Third
"
" (25 to 40 miles) 15 Rappen
Fourth
" ( over 40 miles) 20 Rappen
The maximum weight for the four zones was
2 lot and to pay the "overweight" several stamps had to be used.
By the end of 1851 the following stamps were in use for the pre-payment of mail:
The 22 Rp. Poste Locale and Orts Post (for local letters) Rayon I (5 Rp.) and Rayon II
(10 Rp.) for the first and second distance zones, while one Rayon I and one Rayon II were
used for the third, and two Rayon II for the fourth distance zones.
But with the new currency, which set up an exchange rate of 10 (old) Happen to 14.3 new
Centimes (of the "French" currency) and 5 (old) Rappen to 7.15 (new) Centimes, the poor postal
clerks envisaged a terrible confusion, The Post Direction therefore decided to invalidate
all the Rappen stamps even before the new currency came into force, and all post offices were
ordered to return all stamp stocks to headquarters on Boxing Day, the 26th of December. The
old stamps were exchanged against cash until December 28th, but those who were so unlucky as
to be left with a mint Post Locale had had it (You would not mind now, would you?)
- ^',January 1st the new currency stamps, the 15 Rp. and 15 Cts. Rayon III were issued (the
), of course, in the small figure design). They had been hurriedly prepared by using old
`e/.0 Post stones, because the ordered new series of the Strubelis was not delivered by the
Munich printers in time. In fact, it took 12 years until April 1853 when the first Strubeli
delivery reached Berne and many months more until they were issued in 1854. With the introduction of the new currency and the stoppage of sales of all the old Rappen stamps the trouble
only really began. There was still need for a 5 Centimes stamp because this was the rate for
the new distance zone of up to 2 miles (including local letters). Therefore the Rayon I with
the old 5 Rappen value was "reactivated" again and sold for 8 Centimes. Most people refused
to buy these stamps and the bulk of the short distance letters were prepaid in cash.
The Post Direction however, extended the validity of all the invalidated Rayon I and II
stamps until the 30th December, 1854, when the new Strubelis (imperf. Sitting Helvetia) were
at last plentiful and all the Rayons could be withdrawn. But the strange phenomenon of a
"stampless" Christmas week in 1851 remained for over a "black spot" in Swiss postal history.
J.H. S.
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send CHRISTMAS GREETINGS to ALL.
Our APPROVAL SERVICE will give you joy over the Christmas holidays. Ask
us to send you some booklets.
We shall welcome old friends and new Clients at Stand No. 31 at the National
Stamp Exhibition, Central Hall, Westminster, S.W.l., 8th-15th January, 1955.
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park,

London.N.12.
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COMMITTEE

SUBSCRIPTION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING REPORT. The A.G.M. was held at the Swan
Hotel, Casmo Place, London, W.C.2, on Tuesday, November 2nd,1954
THE ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
at 6.45 p.m. with the Chairman, Mr. E.H. Spiro presiding.
FOR 1955 (7s.6d.) is.due
Minutes of the 1953 A.G.M. were read and agreed. Apologies for
on January 1st, 1955,and
dbsence were received from Mr. J.H. Short, the Hon.Packet Super—
it would be appreciated
intendent (who was on a-business trip) and Messrs. Atkinson,
if this amount is remitt—
L. Moore, Muston, Needs and Osborn.
ed as promptly-as pbesible
The Hon.Secretary, Mrs. E.J. Rawnaley, submitted the Report
Cheques or Postal Orders
which showed that 15 new members joined the Society since the
should be made payable to
last A.G.M. While the general position of the membership move—
the Helvetia P.S. and be
ment remained much as before, it was encouraging that over 50
sent to the Hon.Treasurer
members have now been members since the earliest days of the
MR. A. J. HARDING,
Society. From the standpoint of the London Group it had been a
31, Somerset Way, .
slightly disappointing year, mainly due to the poor attendances
Iver,
Bucks.
at meetings. The Chairman pointed out that if attendances were
saggagaa:a:;a;:aaa:sag:::::
better, it would be possible to invite prominent guest speakers
to give displays and talks. Mr. Shurly said that even if there
were only 15 active members, who come regularly to meetings, they might benefit from lectures
on the finer points of collecting, such as about printing, types of paper etc. and he suggested
that an expert of one of the well—known stamp printing firms or a paper manufacturer might be
invited.
Mr. Curtis discussed measures for publicising the Societyts activities and offered to ,--approach the Junior Philatelic Society to have the "Helvetia" mentioned in their.magazine„
The Secretary pointed oUt that the Societyls activities aro frequently mentioned in the
"Philatelic Magazine" and that entries were secured in the "Philatelic Societies Year Book',"
published by the British Philatelic Association and in the "Stamp Collector's Annual 1955".
The adoption of the Secretary's report was proposed by Mr. Shurly, seconded by Mr. Hale and
carried unanimously with acclamation.
In the absence of the Packet Superintendent the Secretary dealt with the problems of the
exchange packet circulation. Lack of material makes it impossible to give a really satisfact—
ory service to members, and both the Chairman and the Secretary repeated the perennial appeals
for more booklets. So far it was impossible to send out more than two packets to all members.
Mr. Stiles asked it it would be of any use advertising for material for the paoket and.to
invite dealers to contribute. The Chairman said that two dealers have been contributing, but
the experiment did not prove particularly successful.: Members complained about the high prices
charged, while the dealers were dissatisfied about the long delays in returning their books.
The Chairman said that probably no dealer Would be prepared to enter valuable stamps which he
can sell over the counter and wait many months until they are sold or returned unsold.
Mr. Goldstrom then moved that the Committee should purchase collections of Swiss stamps at
auctions in this country or from Swiss dealers, break up the collections and mount the contents
into exnhange packet booklets fer circulation. Mr. Curtis seconded this motion and a li7
debate ensued. The motion was finaIly carried unanimously. (The Committee are at presen4'
working out a scheme to implement this decision.)
The Hon.Treasurer, Mr. A.J. Harding, Submitted the financial report and statement. The
balance sheet VMS circulated te members with the October "News Letter% Mr. Spiro remarked
that while the financial situation of the Society is very satisfactory, there was no purpose
in accumulating large funds — the Society has now over E60 in cash — and suggested that some
of the money should be spent in a manner to benefit all members; for instance, for the
acquisition of new books for the library. The Treasurer was congratulated on the excellent
financial position and his report was unanimously carried after Mr. Hale proposed and Dr.Taylor
seconded its adoption.
The election of officers and members of the Committee for.1954/55 had the following result:
Chairman (and Editor of the 'Wows Letter"); Mr. E.H. Spiro, Vice-4hairman: Dr; F.H.Taylor,
0.B.E.,
Hon.Secretary: Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley,
Hon.Treasurera Mr. A.J. Harding,
Hon.Packet Superintendent; Mr. J.H. Short, Chairman of the Expert Committee: Mr. E. Shurly.
Committee Membersa (Leeds Group): Mr. J.A. Eastwood, Mr. J.N. Highsted, Mr. L. Moore, M.B.E.
(London Group)a Mr. Tom Morgan, editor, "Philatelic Magazine", (West of England): Mr.P.B.Lauder
(Scotland)a Mr. J.B. Mackenzie.
Hon.Auditors Mr. L.H. Osborn.
The motion proposed by Mr. Shurly and seconded by Mr. Spiro that Rule 1(b) should be amended
by deleting the words relating to the New Issue Service, was carried unanimously*
Mr. Spiro than moved the resolution proposing the holding af an Annual Competition for a
Silver Cup. Er. Hale suggested that the winner of the Competition should receive, apart from
the Cup (which he would have to return after eleven months), some memento which he would be
allowed to keep. This was agreed to and the Committee was charged with preparing the final
rules on the lines of the draft rules already published in the "News Letter". The motion
was seconded by Mr. Harding and carried unanimously*
After the business meeting there was a short display of members' "Recent Acquisitions"

